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Abstract

Observations by the Wide Band Data (WBD) plasma wave instrument, on the four

Cluster spacecraft, of upper and lower band chorus emissions at geomagnetic lati-

tudes −10◦<λm < 10◦ and L shells ranging from L= 4 to L= 5 have been used to

estimate the location of the compact sources of chorus emissions. The interpretation

of frequency differences exhibited by the same chorus emissions observed on different

spacecraft in terms of a differential Doppler shift has led to a simple model involv-

ing rapidly moving sources traveling at speeds comparable to the parallel resonant

velocity of counter-streaming gyroresonant electrons. Even though this property of

the sources of chorus waves was discussed as a possibility in early models of chorus

generation, such source motion was not observed previously and a physical interpre-

tation of the source motion was not previously presented. In this thesis a physical

interpretation of the rapid motion of sources of chorus waves is given, building upon

previous models of chorus emissions and energetic electron phase bunching and de-

lineating the relationship between rapid temporal growth and saturation of chorus

and the rapid movement of the source of these waves. For selected cases in 2003, the

source characteristics (location, velocity, and frequency dependence of these parame-

ters) and the linear wave growth rate are estimated using broadband measurements

of the plasma wave electric field observed by the WBD instrument and energetic

electron fluxes observed by the Plasma Electron And Current Experiment (PEACE)

instrument onboard Cluster. For these cases, the particle distribution functions esti-

mated from data are used to calculate the linear amplitude growth due to cyclotron

resonance. Results indicate that chorus sources move for ∼6000 km along the Earth’s

magnetic field lines at a velocity of ∼0.05 c. The emitted chorus waves at the source

vi



are assumed to have a wide range of wave normal angles, but the rays reaching the

spacecraft are generally only those with small wave normal angles. In general, the di-

rection of motion of the source, either away or toward the Cluster spacecraft, appears

to be determined by the wave amplitude growth rate.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

‘Pigmaei gigantum humeris impositi plusquam ipsi gigantes vident.’ 1

‘Bernard of Chartres used to say that we are like dwarfs on the shoul-

ders of giants, so that we can see more than they, and things at a greater

distance, not by virtue of any sharpness of sight on our part, or any phys-

ical distinction, but because we are carried high and raised up by their

giant size.’ 2

This dissertation concerns observations, from multiple spacecraft, of an intense and

discrete type of electromagnetic emission known as Extremely Low Frequency and

Very Low Frequency (ELF/VLF) ‘chorus’, and the identification of the properties

and rapid motion of the compact sources from which these chorus waves emanate.

An interpretation is also provided in terms of other known properties of chorus.

One of the first references to chorus mentioned in the published literature is in the

Appendix of [Storey , 1953] where an unidentified electromagnetic noise was noticed

and mentioned as ‘dawn chorus’. Chorus waves are usually observed in the ELF/VLF

band, which overlaps with the audible frequency range. Before the use of spectrograms

it was common practice to ‘listen’ to plasma waves observed in the ELF/VLF range by

connecting the time series recordings of the electromagnetic signal (usually recorded

1‘Dwarves, placed upon the shoulder of giants, see further than the giants themselves’.- Bernardus
Carnotensis (Bernard of Chartres)

2John of Salisbury, Metalogicon, believed to be written around 1159

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

on a magnetic tape) to a speaker and using the human brain’s natural ability to

perform Fourier transforms as a means to identify the different types of plasma waves.

Storey [1953] used the name ‘dawn chorus’ to denote the fact that ‘the sound of the

dawn chorus may be likened to that of a rookery heard from a distance’. These first

observations were obtained from ground-based measurements in Cambridge, United

Kingdom.

Extensive studies were performed during the 1960s to understand the nature of

chorus waves and the physical mechanisms of their generation. As mentioned later in

this Chapter, the importance of chorus waves in the overall context of space physics

increased following the dawn of the space age, especially with the discovery of the

Earth’s radiation belts [Van Allen, 1959], after which the study of near-Earth space

and the role of plasma waves therein came to the fore as a subject of great interest.

This dissertation is divided into three parts. In Chapter 1, chorus emissions are

introduced, and an overview is given of previous work to understand the properties

of chorus, their propagation and mechanisms of its generation. The Cluster mission

and data are then described, along with a review of whistler mode propagation. The

contributions of the present work are also itemized at the end of this Chapter. In

Chapters 2 to 5 the estimation of the chorus source location and motion from multi-

spacecraft data is described. In those Chapters a quantitative interpretation of source

motion as a necessary consequence of observed properties of chorus, such as rapid tem-

poral growth, saturation, and frequency-time shapes is presented. The observations

performed by the Cluster spacecraft that are used to test the proposed interpretation

of moving sources of chorus are also described in these Chapters. Finally, in Chapter

6, we summarize the results and succinctly state the conclusions.

The relation between chorus waves and trapped particles in the inner magneto-

sphere has become increasingly important over the years. Nowadays it is evident that

one of the most important types of waves that can energize trapped particles in the

outer radiation belts is whistler mode chorus interacting with electrons via Doppler

shifted cyclotron resonance [Meredith et al., 2003]. These chorus waves are believed

to play a key role in the acceleration of trapped energetic electrons in the radiation

belts [Isenberg et al., 1982; Horne et al., 2005; Spasojević and Inan, 2005] to MeV
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energies at which they can cause serious problems for electronics onboard spacecraft

moving through the belts [Baker , 2000]. Horne et al. [2005] concluded that wave

acceleration by whistler mode chorus is a viable mechanism for electron flux increases

during magnetically disturbed times in the heart of the outer radiation belt near

L=4.5. During the same cyclotron resonant interactions, which lead to acceleration,

other trapped particles whose pitch angles are near the loss cone are removed by pitch

angle scattering, which redirects their momentum, resulting in their precipitation into

the atmosphere [Holzer et al., 1974; Horne and Thorne, 2003].

1.1 Electromagnetic Chorus Waves

Chorus waves are electromagnetic emissions observed in the inner magnetosphere, a

region in space where the plasma dynamics is dominated by the Earth’s magnetic

field, denoted herein as B0. Chorus is observed more specifically in the inner part

of this region, at distances of 15000−30000 km from the Earth’s surface. Figure

1.1 shows a schematic diagram of the magnetosphere, a cold, magnetized, inhomoge-

neous collisionless plasma, exhibiting a wide range of plasma densities that can vary

depending on the region of the magnetosphere studied. Cold plasma densities found

throughout the magnetosphere are of the order of 1−200 cm−3, and they can vary

significantly over distances of ∼1000 km.

The plasmasphere is a doughnut-shaped region inside the Earth’s magnetosphere.

It is basically an extension of the ionosphere, or the topmost part of the Earth’s

atmosphere, and is shown in Figure 1.1 as a shaded area around the Earth. This

region of space is characterized by having much higher densities of cold (∼ 1 eV)

electrons than the rest of the magnetosphere. The outer limit of the plasmasphere is

called the plasmapause, a region in space where the gradient of the electron density

is much larger than that found in the rest of the plasmasphere.

Chorus waves are usually observed in the region outside the plasmapause in the

ELF/VLF band, herein defined as the frequency range between 300 Hz and 30 kHz.

They are distinguished as discrete elements, each of which lasts for a time on the order

of a tenth of a second up to several seconds. For each of these elements, the frequency
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Figure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the magnetosphere and its most important regions
[Hill and Dessler , 1991]. The solid black lines indicate the magnetic field lines of the
Earth and the Solar Wind. The white arrows indicate the direction of motion of the
particles that constitute the Solar Wind, arriving from the Sun, located leftward of
the image.
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usually changes with an approximately linear rate of several kHz/sec to hundreds of

Hz/sec. Chorus usually consists of elements of increasing frequency, but elements of

decreasing frequency and with more complicated structure are also often observed.

Chorus waves are generally observed in two frequency bands, separated by a narrow

band of decreased intensity near one half of the local electron cyclotron frequency

[Burtis and Helliwell , 1976]. Chorus waves studied in the present work were observed

at frequencies both above and below this gap of decreased intensity, and are typically

referred to as ‘upper band chorus’ and ‘lower band chorus’ respectively. For a good

summary of previous work on chorus see Sazhin and Hayakawa [1992], Lauben et al.

[2002] and references therein.

There have been extensive observations of chorus waves, both in space and on the

ground since the first report by Storey [1953]. One of the earliest reports on chorus

emissions observed in-situ [Gurnett and O’Brien, 1964] concerned observations at

frequencies from a few hundred Hz to several kHz. Since then, discrete ELF/VLF

chorus emissions have been found to constitute one of the most intense forms of

electromagnetic plasma waves observed in the vicinity of the Earth [e.g., Smith et al.,

1996; Gurnett and Inan, 1988; Lauben et al., 1998], and other magnetized planets

[e.g., Scarf et al., 1979; Warwick et al., 1979; Gurnett et al., 1979b], in the ELF/VLF

range of frequencies. In the following, we provide a review only of chorus observations

in space, as is relevant to the topic of this dissertation, involving observations on the

Cluster spacecraft.

1.1.1 Chorus Observations in Space

Satellite observations at high latitudes and altitudes not exceeding 3000 km [Dunckel

and Helliwell , 1969; Holzer et al., 1974; Ondoh et al., 1982] reported chorus waves

to be propagating poleward with their group velocity vectors parallel to the Earth’s

magnetic field, with the upper and lower frequency limits decreasing with increasing

L-value. These observations implied that chorus observed at high latitudes propagate

away from the equator. This idea was also extensively reported based on measure-

ments on the OGO spacecraft [Burtis and Helliwell , 1969 and 1976; Burtis , 1974;
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Russell et al., 1969]. These studies based on observations onboard OGO, showed cho-

rus to be generated close to the geomagnetic equator, at Magnetic Local Times (MLT)

on the dawn and noon side, at distances of 1−2 Earth radii from the plasmapause,

with the most common emissions being rising tones. In the studies mentioned above,

it was concluded that the generation region of chorus lies within 25◦ in latitude of the

geomagnetic equator. An average predominantly poleward direction of propagation

has also been observed at high altitudes [LeDocq et al., 1998; Parrot et al., 2003].

Recent studies of the spatial extent of chorus sources using observations onboard the

Cluster spacecraft, yielded values of ∼7−100 km across B0 and ∼60−260 km along

B0 [Santoĺık and Gurnett , 2003; Santoĺık et al., 2003]. These results indicate the

presence of a compact source, i.e., a region in space that has dimensions comparable

to the wavelength ∼ λ of the emitted waves.

As used in the previous paragraph, the Magnetic Local Time (MLT) refers to

the position of the observation point relative to the Sun. The MLT at each location

depends on the difference between the geomagnetic longitude at that point and the

geomagnetic longitude at the point of midnight (i.e., directly opposite to the direction

of the Sun along the Sun-Earth line). In other words, MLT is 12:00 (noon) if the

location faces the Sun, while MLT is 24:00 (midnight) if it faces directly away from

the Sun, and other values of MLT follow for other relative positions with respect to

the Sun-Earth line. Magnetic longitude and latitude are defined in the same way as

geographic latitude and longitude, but converging to and emerging from the magnetic

poles instead of the geographic poles [Helliwell , 1965, Appendix].

The frequency-time spectrogram in Figure 1.2 shows plasma wave observations

on the Polar spacecraft as it moved around the Earth in a highly elliptical orbit, the

meridional projection of which is sketched in the upper left panel. The spectrogram

shows the power spectral density of the wave electric field as a function of time and

frequency. The auxiliary scales below the time axis show the location of the spacecraft

in geomagnetic coordinates (Radial distance Re, geomagnetic latitude λm, L-value,

and MLT). The coordinate Re is a radial distance unit measured from the center of

the Earth. In other words 1 Re = 6371 km and is equal to the radius of a sphere of

the same volume as the Earth’s. The white line represents the local electron gyration
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frequency or gyrofrequency (fce=ωce/2π). Chorus waves are observed in the circled

region in the Figure and also later near 20:00 UT with a relatively weaker intensity

when the satellite passes through the same MLT region.

More detailed (high time resolution) examples of chorus observed by the Wide

Band Data (WBD) plasma wave instrument [Gurnett et al., 1997] on the Cluster

spacecraft are shown in Figures 1.3 to 1.8. These observations exemplify the variety

of frequency, bandwidth, and spectral shapes of magnetospheric chorus emissions, as

well as their varying intensities observed by the Cluster spacecraft. Figures 1.3 to 1.8

illustrate six different Cluster passes on 11/27/2000 (Figure 1.3), 07/25/2001 (Figure

1.4), 04/18/2002 (Figure 1.5), 01/26/2003 (Figure 1.6), 09/06/2004 (Figure 1.7) and

03/23/2005 (Figure 1.8), each day exhibiting different degrees of chorus activity.

All of the spectrograms show wideband observations of the electric field on two to

four spacecraft during a pass of about 2 hours. The top labels on each spectrogram

show the geomagnetic coordinates of the spacecraft at the observation time. The

sudden changes in the amplitude of the background noise observed in Figures 1.7 and

1.8 are due to pre-programmed switching between antennas (from the electric to the

magnetic search coil antennas) that connect to the wideband receiver (see below) on-

board the Cluster spacecraft. Single chorus elements can be easily distinguished and

exhibit approximately linear frequency-time shapes in some cases, as well as other

kinds of shapes. The wide range of intensities observed in the six cases shown in Fig-

ures 1.3 to 1.8 exemplifies the high variability of chorus activity. Intensities of chorus

waves shown in Figures 1.3 to 1.8 range from relatively low (i.e., ∼ 0.056 mV/m in

Figure 1.3) to very high (∼10 mV/m in Figure 1.5). Other different types of plasma

waves are also observed in Figures 1.3 and 1.4, in addition to the so-called upper and

lower band chorus, as well as Extremely Low Frequency (ELF) hiss, as indicated,

which is commonly seen at lower frequencies inside the plasmapause [Gurnett and

O’Brien, 1964; Burtis , 1974]. Plasmaspheric ELF hiss is usually not accompanied by

discrete chorus activity, since chorus is typically only observed outside the plasma-

pause. In Figure 1.5, the sometimes quasi-periodic nature of chorus emissions [Burtis

and Helliwell , 1976] is also evident. Figure 1.6 shows how the frequency shapes can

vary from the typically observed ‘risers’ (a narrowband signal whose center frequency
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increases over time) to ‘fallers’ (a narrow band signal whose center frequency de-

creases with time) and other more complicated frequency-time characteristics. As

mentioned before, the upper and lower frequency limits of observed chorus activity

typically increase with decreasing value L, and a frequency gap near half the electron

gyrofrequency is often observed within which waves are absent [Burtis and Helliwell ,

1976].

In all, the detailed spectrograms of Figures 1.3 to 1.8 exemplify the facts that

chorus waves consist of discrete bursts of highly coherent electromagnetic emissions,

whose wideband intensity can be as high as∼30 mV/m (for the cases shown in Figures

1.3 to 1.8), and which are usually observed between 200 Hz and 10 kHz. Exhaustive

studies of chorus wave intensities, such as those presented in Meredith et al. [2001],
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show that chorus emissions observed near the geomagnetic equator are strongest in the

lower band during geomagnetically active periods with average amplitudes typically

>0.5 mV/m in the dawn side region of the magnetosphere, 3<L<7.

These intense natural emissions known as chorus are believed to be produced by

energetic electrons that populate the radiation belts of the Earth. As mentioned

before, the name ‘chorus’ originates from the fact that when wideband chorus time

series data is connected to an audio amplifier, the audio signal sounds like a chorus

of birds. In recognition of their spectral-time shapes and short durations, chorus

emissions are usually also referred to as ‘discrete electromagnetic emissions’. The

mechanism of generation of chorus waves is generally believed to be cyclotron reso-

nance interactions with energetic electrons [Helliwell , 1967; Sazhin and Hayakawa,

1992]. Observationally, the region in which chorus is usually generated was found to

be near the geomagnetic equator, in the region just outside the plasmasphere [Burtis

and Helliwell , 1976], although details of the generation mechanism, especially the

physical processes that lead to the rapid growth rates, high coherence, saturation,

and frequency-time shapes (i.e., risers, fallers and the occasional hook type shapes)

are not yet known.

All of the chorus data used for this dissertation were acquired with the Wide Band

Data plasma wave instrument (WBD) onboard the Cluster spacecraft [Gurnett et al.,

1997], which provides continuous broadband high time resolution measurements of

the electric field in the VLF band. An important advantage of continuous broadband

data over more compressed or reduced data formats is the fact that it provides the

ability to distinguish discrete emissions, such as chorus, from other plasma waves.

In the present work, our attention is focused on discrete structured activity. How-

ever, it should be borne in mind that chorus is often accompanied by background

unstructured hiss, which is at times quite strong and occasionally appears without

any accompanying chorus. In previous studies [e.g., Burtis , 1974], this unstructured

noise was called ‘banded hiss’ because of its tendency to accompany band-limited cho-

rus. Its region of maximum occurrence was found to be generally similar to that of

banded chorus (and in the region of occurrence of chorus described earlier). Banded

hiss was observed somewhat less frequently than chorus in the dawn and noon sectors,
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but during the rest of the day the occurrence of two types of waves was roughly equal.

The first simultaneous observations of chorus emissions on multiple Cluster satel-

lites revealed the surprising result that some individual chorus elements were observed

at different frequencies on different spacecraft [Gurnett et al., 2001]. Based on these

results, Inan et al. [2004] provided the first calculations of chorus source velocity,

interpreting the frequency differences observed on different spacecraft in terms of

the rapid motion of the compact source(s) of chorus, leading to the observed fre-

quency differences via a differential Doppler shift. This differential Doppler shift

differs markedly from that which can be observed from moving sources in free space,

due to the unique dependence of the whistler-mode refractive index on the wave nor-

mal angle ψ, the angle between the wave vector k and the Earth’s ambient magnetic

field B0. The results of Inan et al. [2004] supported the idea of compact sources

rapidly moving in a field-aligned fashion.

It is important to note that rapid motion of chorus sources is not inconsistent

with any aspect of our basic theoretical understanding of chorus being produced as

a result of gyroresonant interactions with counterstreaming energetic electrons. In

fact, the drift motion of the chorus interaction region was discussed explicitly by

Helliwell [1967], based on heuristic arguments, noting that such drifts could occur

either in the direction of chorus propagation or opposite to it, and at speeds ranging

from zero to the wave group velocity or parallel velocity of the resonant electrons. In

Chapters 4 and 5, we show indeed that rapid motion of chorus sources is a necessary

consequence of other measured and known properties of chorus emissions, namely the

rapid temporal growth, saturation of growth, and the frequency-time shapes.

Prior to the Cluster mission, most of the past observations of ELF/VLF chorus

have been made on single spacecraft [Lauben et al., 2002 and references therein], with

the exception of a large amount of chorus data collected from the ISEE 1 and 2 space-

craft, as reported by Gurnett et al. [1979a]. It was shown by Gurnett et al. [1979a]

that simple comparison of chorus spectrograms indicated the size of the wave packets

responsible for the chorus emissions to be less than a few hundred kilometers. In all

of the data examined from ISEE 1 and 2, it was generally not possible to find a one-

to-one correlation between any of the chorus elements, probably either because the
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separation between these two spacecraft was often too large (up to several thousand

kilometers), or that wideband data from both spacecraft were not simultaneously

available in many cases when they were close (hundreds of kilometers).

The direction of the wave vector k of observed chorus waves appears to be highly

variable, with wave normal angle observations showing different results: According

to Goldstein and Tsurutani [1984], at angular frequencies ω = 2πf < 0.3 ωce, wave

normal angles are around 0◦. According to Hayakawa et al. [1984], as also discussed

by Inan et al. [1992], some emissions at ω < ωce/2 are generated near the equator at

wave normal angles close to the resonance cone. According to Lauben et al. [2002],

emissions at ω < ωce/2 have a value of ψ (the wave normal angle, the angle between k

and B0, is more rigorously defined in section 1.3) close to the Gendrin angle [Gendrin,

1961] and emissions at frequencies ω > ωce/2 with a wave normal angle close to 0◦.

Previous chorus observations, such as those documented by Lauben et al. [2002],

suggest that the location of the source of chorus waves lies in the vicinity of the

geomagnetic equator. Lauben et al. [2002] found that the generation of chorus waves

occurs at wave normal angles for which the wave group velocity vector is parallel to

the magnetic field lines. Such generation may occur at values of ψ = 0◦ or ψ = ψG, the

so-called Gendrin angle [Gendrin, 1961]. Such wave normal angles lead to ray paths

(i.e., direction of wave group velocity) that tend to stay parallel to the magnetic field

lines for latitudes near the geomagnetic equator. For the cases studied by Lauben et al.

[2002], the sources were found to be located in the vicinity of the geomagnetic equator,

where the static magnetic field exhibits a minimum inhomogeneity. This is a result

that agrees with other estimations of chorus source location [Burtis and Helliwell ,

1969 and 1976; LeDocq et al., 1998; Santoĺık et al., 2003; Parrot et al., 2003] to be

within −25◦ < λm < 25◦ in magnetic latitude of the geomagnetic equator. Lauben

et al. [2002] concluded that sources located at large distances from the spacecraft

must emit chorus waves at ψ ' 0◦ or ψ ' ψG. Waves propagating with other wave

normal angles tend to diverge away from the field lines. Waves emitted at the Gendrin

wave normal angle tend to remain more tightly focused and provide a more coherent

illumination of points along a given field line over large distances than do waves at

other angles, in the absence of field-aligned plasma irregularities. Furthermore, the
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fact that the wave energy stays along the field lines to which the resonant electrons

are also confined may be important in the generation mechanism of these emissions.

1.1.2 Proposed Mechanisms of Generation of Chorus

Although chorus has been studied for a number of decades, the generation mechanism

of chorus waves is not yet understood. Discussion of early work on the mechanism

of chorus can be found in review papers such as Sazhin and Hayakawa [1992]. More

recent work on this topic is discussed in Trakhtengerts [1995 and 1999], Trakhtengerts

et al. [2004] and Nunn et al. [1997]. It is generally believed that the mechanism

of generation of chorus emissions involves a cyclotron resonance interaction between

whistler-mode waves and energetic electrons in the vicinity of the geomagnetic equa-

torial plane [Burtis and Helliwell , 1969; Burton and Holzer , 1974; LeDocq et al., 1998;

Lauben et al., 2002] in the inner magnetosphere outside the plasmasphere.

The close similarity between the spectral forms of chorus emissions and the artifi-

cially stimulated VLF emissions triggered by whistler mode waves within the plasma-

sphere [Helliwell , 1967] strongly suggests that both types of emissions are generated

through the same mechanism. A phenomenological model to explain the artificially

stimulated VLF emissions within the plasmasphere was described in Helliwell [1967]

and later developed in Helliwell and Crystal [1973]. A model of triggered emissions

based on phase trapping of energetic electrons was described by Nunn [1974b and

1990]. The general idea of cyclotron resonance interaction as the basic mechanism

for both chorus and triggered emissions is supported by the works of, for example,

Bell [1964a], Brice [1964], Kennel and Petschek [1966], Tsurutani et al. [1979] and

Isenberg et al. [1982]. The authors of these studies conclude that the velocity-space

anisotropy of the energetic electrons constitutes the energy reservoir for the emissions

and the energy transfers from the energetic electrons to the wave through cyclotron

resonance. Burton and Holzer [1974] and Burton [1976] also concluded that chorus is

observed only when high anisotropy of the energetic electrons is present, supporting

the general cyclotron resonance model.
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Efforts to understand the underlying details of chorus generation based on cy-

clotron resonance have been extensively undertaken from a number of viewpoints. For

example, Nunn [1974a and 1986] proposed that chorus is generated from pre-existing

incoherent noise by mutual non-linear interactions between waves and resonant elec-

trons, resulting in amplification of some waves and damping of others, producing the

coherent group of waves that constitutes chorus. Trakhtengerts [1995 and 1999] and

Trakhtengerts et al. [2004] proposed a new generation regime, based on the backwards

wave oscillator mechanism for laboratory electronic devices. Nunn [1974a] proposed

a theory for the generation of chorus based on non-linear trapping of energetic elec-

trons. Part of this model has been used to explain certain features of discrete chorus

waves via computer simulation [Nunn et al., 1997], one important finding being that

non-linear growth rates can be larger than linear ones by a factor of 2 to 5. However,

it should be noted that such non-linear theories exclusively consider an absolute in-

stability responsible for rapid wave growth everywhere in the source [Trakhtengerts ,

1995; Nunn et al., 1997; Smith and Nunn, 1998] and thus do not take into account

the compact form [Santoĺık et al., 2003 and 2004; Santoĺık and Gurnett , 2003] or any

rapid motion [Inan et al., 2004] of the source. In addition, non-linear trapping re-

quires high wave field amplitudes, which are eventually attained by chorus elements

at the termination of their rapid growth, but the spontaneous initiation of chorus

emission must necessarily occur with much smaller wave fields, basically at the levels

of ambient noise.

1.2 The Cluster Mission

This dissertation is based almost entirely on observations from the Cluster spacecraft

[Escoubet et al., 1997]. The Cluster mission consists of a group of four spacecraft,

each with 11 instruments, in orbit around the Earth in close formation. Their orbit

(illustrated in Figure 1.9) is designed to study different regions of the magnetosphere,

with a ∼ 4 Re perigee, a ∼ 19.6 Re apogee, an inclination of ∼ 90◦ and an orbital

period of ∼ 57 hrs. During all the Cluster passes shown in the present study, the

spacecraft move northbound at a nearly constant dipole L shell at locations close to
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the geomagnetic equator. The spacecraft separation varied between 200 km and 2000

km [Escoubet et al., 1997].

The Cluster mission is planned and managed by the European Space Agency

(ESA) and is part of an international activity organized by the Inter-Agency Con-

sultative Group (IACG) consisting of ESA, The Institute of Space and Astronautical

Science (ISAS, from Japan), The National Aeronautics and Space Administration

(NASA) and the Russian Space Agency [Ferri and Warhaut , 1997]. The European

Space Operations Center (ESOC) was in charge of the transfer of the four Clus-

ter satellites into their operational orbits in the correct relative positions after their

launch on June 4, 1996 for the first flight of the new Ariane-5 launcher. ESOC per-

forms the combined operation of the four spacecraft and their payload throughout

their in-orbit lifetime according to the mission requirements and the requests gener-

ated by the Principal Investigators (PIs) of each of the 11 Cluster experiments during

the mission itself. ESOC also oversees the collection and transfer to the scientific

community of all the raw science data generated by the payload instruments, in con-

junction with selected spacecraft and mission auxiliary data. [Ferri and Warhaut ,

1997]

Cluster instrumentation [Escoubet et al., 1997] consists of a set of electric and mag-

netic antennas (two each) connected to 5 wave instruments, and a set of 6 particle in-

struments with their own sensors. The instruments used in this dissertation are three.

First of all, the Wide Band Data (WBD) instrument [Gurnett et al., 1997] which per-

forms electric and magnetic field measurements of ELF/VLF waves and with which

chorus emissions are observed. Also the Waves of High frequency and Sounder Prob-

ing of Electron density by Relaxation (Whisper) instrument [Décréau et al., 1997],

which stimulates plasma resonances by active sounding to determine plasma densi-

ties. And finally the Plasma Electron And Current Experiment (PEACE) instrument

[Johnstone et al., 1997] which performs energetic electron and ion flux measurements.

The WBD instrument can be connected to any of the four antennas, but only one at

a time. It can be used in several different modes, but for the purpose of this work and

when acquiring chorus data, it was used exclusively in a mode with a bandwidth of

9.5 kHz in baseband, a time resolution of 37 µsec (i.e., 27443 kHz sampling rate) and
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a dynamic resolution of 8 bits [Gurnett et al., 1997]. All the observations of chorus

presented in this study are from perigee passes near the magnetic equatorial plane

where chorus waves are usually observed.

1.3 A Review of Whistler Mode Propagation

Chorus waves propagate in the whistler mode, an electromagnetic propagation mode

that occurs for waves with frequencies in the range of ωce>ω> 0 for ωpe>ωce, and

ωpe>ω>0 for ωce>ωpe. The ω here is the angular wave frequency, ωpe is the angular

electron plasma frequency, proportional to the square root of the electron density,

and ωce is the angular electron gyrofrequency, proportional to the magnitude of the

Earth’s static magnetic field B0. In Figure 1.10a, a generalized plane wave packet

is shown in an anisotropic medium such as the cold magnetized plasma of the inner

magnetosphere. The wave packet consists of plane waves whose wave vector k is

always perpendicular to the wave fronts, i.e., surfaces of constant wave phase. In this

type of medium, the wave vector and the direction of energy propagation, given by

the direction of the group velocity vector vg, are usually not coaligned.

In the present work, the angle between the wave group velocity vg and the wave

vector k is denoted θ while the angle between the wave vector k and B0 is denoted as

ψ, and is often referred to as the wave normal angle. Since the angle ψ is defined in

a 3D space, a fixed value of ψ does not completely define the direction of k, without

the knowledge of the azimuthal angle of the k vector about B0. For electromagnetic

propagating whistler-mode waves, ψ can only have values 0 < ψ < ψres, or π−ψres <

ψ < π, where ψres is the wave normal angle at which the k vector approaches infinity

for propagation in the whistler mode at frequencies higher than the lower hybrid

resonance (ω > ωLHR). It should be noted that for ψ=0, k and B0 are parallel, while

for ψ = π, k and B0 are anti-parallel. The angle ψ is measured clockwise from the

ambient static magnetic field B0 in the plane containing k and B0. The angle θ is

measured counter-clockwise from k in the same plane.

The refractive index vector n is defined through the relation n=kc/ω, and has

the direction of k, and the magnitude of the refractive index in the medium. The
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magnitude of the refractive index vector is denoted by µ = |n|. The relationship

between ψ, the direction of vg, and n is represented by the refractive index surface,

which is determined by the rotation around B0 of the curve obtained by plotting the

tip of the n vector at different values of ψ. The direction of propagation of the wave

energy, given by the direction of the vg vector, is always perpendicular to the tangent

of the refractive index surface at the tip of the n vector for a given ψ, as shown in

Figures 1.10b and 1.10c, for two different types of refractive index surfaces.

The surface in Figure 1.10b corresponds to the case usually observed in Cluster

perigee passes near the geomagnetic equator, where the frequency ω of the observed

waves is higher than the lower hybrid resonance frequency ωLHR. In this case there is

a maximum value of ψ for which whistler mode propagation is possible. This value

of ψ is called the resonance cone angle (ψres). In Figure 1.10b, the refractive index

surface is ‘open’, meaning that for certain values of ψ (ψres <ψ<π − ψres) whistler

mode propagation is not possible, as is the case when ω >ωLHR. In this parameter

regime, for values of ψ close to the resonance cone (ψres), the wave becomes quasi-

electrostatic and k → ∞. Figure 1.10c corresponds to the case when the frequency

ω of the observed waves is lower than the lower hybrid resonance frequency ωLHR. In

this case the refractive index surface is ‘closed’, there is no resonance cone, and the

magnitude of the refractive index is bounded.

In a magnetized, collisionless plasma, as is the medium considered here, each

charged particle of the plasma moves under the influence of the ambient B0. For the

perturbed state of the plasma, small-amplitude motions of the particles are considered

under the influence of electromagnetic waves, and the magnitude of the oscillating

magnetic fields induced by currents in the plasma is assumed to remain small com-

pared to the magnitude of B0. In this model of the cold plasma, it is assumed that

the unperturbed values of density and composition of the plasma and the Earth’s

magnetic field are static in time and uniform in space. Under these assumptions, the

medium can be characterized by a dielectric tensor K of the form [Stix , 1962, p. 10]:
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K =


s −i m 0

i m s 0

0 0 p

 (1.1)

The p, s and m coefficients are obtained from the values of plasma frequency ωpu

and gyrofrequency ωcu for each species u:

w = 1−
∑
u

[
ω2
pu

ω2

ω

(ω + ωcu)

]

l = 1−
∑
u

[
ω2
pu

ω2

ω

(ω − ωcu)

]

p = 1−
∑
u

[
ω2
pu

ω2

]
(1.2)

s =
w + l

2

m =
w − l

2

Transforming Faraday’s and Ampere’s laws via Fourier analysis in time and space,

the electromagnetic wave equation can be derived for a magnetized cold plasma,

yielding:

k× (k× E) +
ω2

c2
K · E = 0 ⇒ n× (n× E) + K · E = 0 (1.3)

Using the components of K, the wave equation is reduced to a matrix equation

which can be written as:


s− µ2 cos2(ψ) −i m µ2 cos(ψ) sin(ψ)

i m s− µ2 0

µ2 cos(ψ) sin(ψ) 0 p− µ2 sin2(ψ)

 · E = 0 (1.4)

The symbol i in equations (1.1) and (1.4) represents the imaginary unit i.e. i =
√
−1. In order to have a nontrivial solution (E 6= 0), the determinant of the matrix

in (1.4) must be equal to zero. This requirement yields a quadratic equation for µ2
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called the dispersion relation:

a µ4 − b µ2 + h = 0 (1.5)

where:

a = s sin2(ψ) + p cos2(ψ)

b = w l sin2(ψ) + p s (1 + cos2(ψ)) (1.6)

h = p w l

Solving the dispersion relation gives us the magnitude of µ2 in terms of the plasma

parameters [Stix , 1962, pp. 11, 38]:

µ2 = 1− 2(a− b+ h)

2a− b±
√
b2 − 4a h

(1.7)

where the (+) sign corresponds to the ordinary mode and the (−) sign corresponds

to the extraordinary mode, the latter one being the one used in the calculations of

this study (also called the ‘whistler’ mode). In the present dissertation we are not

considering the effect of ions or other energetic particles besides electrons. Therefore,

the magnitude of µ2 can be simplified to a more familiar form in terms of ψ, ω, ωce

and ωpe, known as the Appleton-Hartree expression (for a cold magnetized plasma)

[Helliwell , 1965, p. 23]:

µ2 = 1−

(
ωpe

ω

)2

1−
[
ω2

ce sin2(ψ)
2 (ω2−ω2

pe)

]
±
√[

ω2
ce sin2(ψ)

2 (ω2−ω2
pe)

]2
+
(
ωce

ω

)2
cos2(ψ)

that is equivalent to (1.7) when only energetic electrons are considered. This equation

can be simplified even further for quasi-parallel propagation (ψ ' 0◦), choosing the

(−) sign for whistler mode propagation:
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µ2 ' (ωpe/ω)2

(ωce/ω) | cos(ψ)| − 1
+ 1

1.4 An Overview of Cyclotron Resonance

The cyclotron resonance interaction between discrete waves (e.g., triggered emissions

or chorus) and energetic particles can be illustrated using the diagram introduced by

Helliwell [1967], as shown in Figure 1.11. An electron with a given kinetic energy

in the presence of a static magnetic field B0 tends to gyrate around the field lines,

with its center of gyration drifting along B0 as shown in Figure 1.11b. When a group

of these charged particles interacts with a whistler mode wave, they can become

bunched in gyrophase, a process that is described in more detail in Chapter 4. Figure

1.11a adapted from Helliwell [1967] shows waves amplified by interaction with the

energetic electrons in what is called an ‘interaction region’. During this process there

is a net total radiating current different than zero at the local gyrofrequency. The

motion of the particles along the z-axis parallel to B0 produces a Doppler shift in the

frequency of the radiated wave, and if the wave is emitted in the opposite direction

of the moving particles, there is a negative Doppler shift which allows the radiated

wave to propagate in the whistler mode.

When spontaneously generated without an external triggering wave, these radi-

ated waves are observed as what we call chorus in the whistler mode at frequencies

below ωce. It is not yet clear as to why chorus is emitted as elements with rising or

falling frequency, although Helliwell [1967] heuristically ascribed this behavior to the

motion of the source with respect to the particle streaming direction and the location

of the interaction region with respect to the geomagnetic equator, as discussed later

in Chapter 6. Helliwell [1967] predicted a source motion at a velocity in the range

between the group velocity of the wave in one direction and the parallel resonant

velocity in the other. In the present dissertation, we take the frequency-time charac-

teristics of chorus to be an inherent feature of the generation mechanism, and show

such frequency change to be consistent with rapid drifts of the sources, for emissions
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Figure 1.11: (a) Diagram of the wave-particle interaction during cyclotron resonance,
adapted from Figure 2 in Helliwell [1967]. The z-axis is located along B0. The
‘interaction region’ of length A is defined as the segment along z where waves are
being amplified due to the gyrating motion of the electrons. (b) Gyration of an
electron in the presence of a magnetic field B0. The motion of the center of gyration
to regions of lower (higher) B0 can cause the gyration frequency fc to change from
fc1 to a smaller (larger) value fc2. The particle trajectory also changes its gyration
radii inversely proportional to the magnitude of B0 changes, even though the change
in (b) is not large enough to be noticeable.
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that exhibit rapid growth and saturation.

Electrons gyrating about B0 during cyclotron resonance move along B0 at the

resonant parallel velocity v‖. The only waves which can propagate in the whistler

mode (i.e. ω < ωce) are those radiated in the counterstreaming direction, i.e., a

direction of propagation in which the wave motion is opposite to the motion of the

particles. The energy and momentum exchange between the waves and energetic

electrons are maximized when the resonance condition is satisfied for the particles

having a parallel motion with a velocity v‖, where:

v‖ =
ω − ωce

k
(1.8)

This motion with velocity v‖ produces a Doppler shift that is negative for waves

propagating in the opposite direction.

1.5 Overview and Contributions

In this dissertation, a general formulation is developed for unambiguous determina-

tion of the chorus source and its speed of motion based on measurements of the same

discrete emissions on 4 spacecraft. The model described previously by Inan et al.

[2004] is expanded and generalized to three dimensions, relaxing the original assump-

tions and demonstrating that the location of the source can be identified by taking

into account the simultaneous wideband (waveform) observations of chorus waves by

four Cluster spacecraft in regions near the geomagnetic equator at a radial distance

of ∼ 4.5 Re. This analysis is mainly based on high-resolution measurements with

the wideband (WBD) wave instrument [Gurnett et al., 2001], data from the Whisper

sounders [Décréau et al., 2001] to determine the local plasma density, and the mea-

surements of particle flux from the PEACE instrument [Johnstone et al., 1997], to

infer energetic particle velocity distribution function from data using a method de-

scribed by Bell et al. [2000]. For the four cases presented and studied in the following

chapters, the observed motion of the chorus source is qualitatively characterized us-

ing a model of cyclotron resonance wave growth and the known properties of whistler
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mode chorus waves. The contributions of this work can be succinctly summarized as

follows:

1. A new method is developed for three dimensional determination of the location

and motion of radiating sources in an anisotropic medium.

2. The location and rapid motion of compact sources of whistler-mode chorus

emissions are determined for several selected cases.

3. An interpretation is provided of the rapid motion of chorus sources in terms of

other known properties of chorus emissions, such as anisotropy-driven cyclotron

resonant exponential growth, phase bunching and saturation.



Chapter 2

Estimation of Chorus Source

Location

‘Thin-lipped wisdom spoke at her from the worn chair, hinted at pru-

dence, quoted from that book of cowardice whose author apes the name

of common sense.’ 1

‘Eppur si muove...’ 2

2.1 Doppler Shift due to Source Motion

Before introducing specific observations and their quantitative interpretation, the

Doppler shifts that are expected to result from source motion are considered, in order

to demonstrate that this effect could lead to the observation of individual wave packets

(emanating from the same source) at different frequencies on two different spacecraft.

The method by which we use the measured values of differential Doppler shift and

time delay to determine the location of the chorus source as a function of time is then

described.

1Oscar Wilde, The Picture of Dorian Gray, first published as a novel in in 1891
2‘And yet it moves...’.- Galileo Galilei, as he left the Inquisition trial against his blasphemous

claims about the Earth and the Sun. Well, he may not actually have said it, in fact it would have
been extremely dangerous for him to do that, but he most certainly thought it.

31
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Consider a compact source located at zS=SZ(t), xS=0, (SZ is a function of time

only) emitting electromagnetic waves at a frequency ω(t) while moving along B0 at

a speed vS =dSZ/dt in a homogeneous medium. For simplicity, it is assumed that k

is in the x−z plane with the z-axis along B0 and the x-axis perpendicular to B0. In

a homogeneous medium, the signal phase $(ψ, t) observed on a spacecraft located at

x, z is given by:

$ =
∫ t

0
ω(t) dt− kx(ψ, t) x− kz(ψ, t) [z − SZ(t)] (2.1)

where ψ is the wave normal angle, i.e., the angle between the k-vector and the static

magnetic field B0. The observed frequency is thus given by:

d$

dt
= ω(t)−

[
x

vgx(ψ, t)
− z − SZ(t)

vgz(ψ, t)

]
∂ω

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Normal Propagation Delay

+ kz(ψ, t)
∂SZ(t)

∂t︸ ︷︷ ︸
Doppler Shift

(2.2)

where the spacecraft motion is neglected and it is assumed that the wave-normal angle

ψ remains constant over the relatively short propagation path from the source to the

observer. The spacecraft motion can be neglected for normal spacecraft velocities

(∼5 km/sec), since the Doppler shift due to spacecraft motion is very small (<1 Hz)

for refractive index values µ<500.

The geometry for the observation of same chorus waves at different frequencies

by different observers due to differential Doppler shift is illustrated in Figure 2.1 for

two general cases. The simplest case is described in Figure 2.1a, for a medium which

is ideal and isotropic, with the refractive index being constant and the direction of

propagation of the wave energy being the same as the direction of the wave vector.

Four receivers located at different points in space can observe four different frequencies

emitted by a moving source. The difference in frequency between that of the observed

wave and that of the emitted wave is equal to the dot product of the source velocity

vector vS and the k vector, i.e., ωi− ω = ki· vS = ωµivS cos(ψi)/c, for each observer

SCi (i=1, . . . , 4). In an isotropic medium (Figure 2.1a), any frequency differences at

different observers can only result due to the geometry, i.e., due to the fact that the

angle ψ is different for different observers. In an anisotropic medium like a magnetized
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the frequency Doppler shift observed in four different lo-
cations in space by four spacecraft SC1 to SC4. The ray path to each observer is
highlighted in a different color. The curved solid black lines represent wavefronts. (a)
Wave propagation in an ideal isotropic medium. Wave group velocity vector vg and
wave vector k are aligned (b) Wave propagation in an anisotropic medium such as
the magnetized collisionless inhomogeneous cold plasma of the inner magnetosphere.
Wave group velocity vector vg and wave vector k are not necessarily aligned and the
magnitude of k is a function of ψ.
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plasma shown in Figure 2.1b, the wave cannot propagate in all directions. In this

kind of medium the same expression is valid as long as µi is real. The angle ψi is

the observed wave normal angle if the coordinate system is chosen in such a way that

one of the axes along which B0 is oriented parallel to the source velocity vS. In this

anisotropic medium, the different values of refractive index and corresponding wave

normal angles at each observer must also be taken into account. Doppler shift can

now result not only due to the different values of ψ for different observers, but also

because the magnitude of k is a function of ψ.

The black circles in Figure 2.1a represent wave fronts or crests (i.e., surfaces of

constant phase shown as contour lines perpendicular to the wave vector k at each

point in space) of the radiated electromagnetic wave, and the corresponding wave

length λ at a given location is illustrated. Wave fronts are also drawn in Figure 2.1b

as black curves within each of the four wave packets that are observed at each SCj,

with their corresponding observed wavelength λi, for i = 1, . . . , 4. As illustrated in

Figure 2.2a, waves emanating from a compact source can reach two different observers

SC1 and SC2 only by propagating at two different wave normal angles ψ1 and ψ2,

and are thus observed at two different ‘apparent’ frequencies ω′1 and ω′2, where:

∆ω = ω′1 − ω′2 = [kz(ψ1, t)− kz(ψ2, t)]
∂SZ(t)

∂t
(2.3)

It is evident from Figure 2.2b that the observed differential Doppler shift ∆ω

would be relatively small for cases in which (i) all of the sources are at large distances

(e.g., compared to the spacing between observers) from the observers, and (ii) the two

observers are close to one another (compared to the distance between them and the

sources). If the source has a large spatial extent perpendicular to B0, the resulting

beamwidth of the radiating pattern can be too narrow to have emitted waves with k

that have significant components perpendicular to B0. In such a case, the frequency

difference produced by Doppler shift observed at two different locations in space would

be very small. To further quantify the transverse extent of the sources, note that any

finite extent (perpendicular to B0) of source(s) limits the observability of chorus in

planes perpendicular to B0, independent of accessibility issues due to limited group
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velocity directions. Assume, for example, source currents (which radiate the chorus

emissions) to be pointing in the same direction distributed over a circular region of

radius r (perpendicular to B0). Assume further that the radiation produced at any

given time (at a given frequency) originates from radiating currents distributed only

over a distance of ∆z � λ along B0, where λ is the wavelength along B0. The

currents within the circular region represent an array of sources of electromagnetic

waves, with an array factor that will increase with r, decreasing the transverse size

of the beamwidth of the resulting radiation pattern of the distributed sources along

the circle of radius r. Observation of significant differential Doppler shifts on the

Cluster spacecraft can generally occur if the radius r of the region is of the order of

a wavelength λ or less, but the actual value of r depends on the signal to noise ratio

at the receiver. If this ratio is large, the waves with large Doppler shift may still be

detectable even when r is large.

Given the fact that the underlying mechanism for generation of ELF/VLF chorus

is believed to be the cyclotron resonance interaction, and assuming that the velocity

of the ‘source’ of the radiation is of the same order as the velocity of the counter-

streaming electrons moving at the parallel resonant velocity v‖ (even though this is

not necessarily the case as discussed later), the magnitude of the differential Doppler

shift may be estimated by taking the source velocity to be given by the cyclotron

resonance condition (1.8), rewritten here for parallel propagation (ψ = 0):

vS = −v‖ =
ωce − ω0

k0

' (ωce − ω0)
3/2

ωpe ω
1/2
0

c (2.4)

where ωpe and ωce are the electron plasma and gyrofrequencies respectively, k0 =

kz(ψ = 0), and the last equality holds when µ2 � 1. The subindex 0 refers to waves

with k vector in the direction of the Earth’s magnetic field line. (Note that the source

velocity is adopted here to be equal to the resonant parallel velocity solely for the

purposes of an initial evaluation of the Doppler shift as shown in Figure 2.2). The

last term of equation (2.4) is obtained replacing k0 = µψ=0 ω/c, where µψ=0 can be

obtained from (1.7) by setting ψ = 0. From (2.4), the Doppler shift ωD is then given

by:
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Figure 2.2: (a) Placement of the source location with respect to the Cluster spacecraft;
(b) Doppler shift as a function of the wave normal angle ψ. Calculation assumes an
electron plasma frequency of 40 kHz and an electron gyrofrequency of 12 kHz. Results
are shown for a source frequency of 6 kHz and for a source velocity assumed (only for
the purposes of this plot) to be equal to the parallel velocity of gyroresonant electrons.
(c) The refractive index surface, and the corresponding orientations of the wave group
velocities vg and wave vector k at ψ = 0 (labeled vg0 and k0, respectively) and for
ψ ' ψres, i.e., the resonance cone angle (labeled vgR and kR, respectively).
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ωD = −kz vS = −ω µz

(ωce − ω0)
3/2

ωpe ω
1/2
0

 ' −ω µ cos(ψ)

(ωce − ω0)
3/2

ωpe ω
1/2
0

 (2.5)

where ω refers to the frequency of the wave with k vector at an angle ψ with respect

to the Earth’s magnetic field line, and the refractive index µ is given by (1.7). The

Doppler shift calculated using (2.3), (2.4), (2.5), and (1.7) for the case of fce=12 kHz,

fpe = 40 kHz, and for ω0/2π = fce/2 = 6 kHz is shown in Figure 2.2a as a function

of wave-normal angle ψ. Also shown plotted as a function of ψ in Figure 2.2c is

the magnitude of the refractive index µ. Noting that the cold plasma parameters

chosen are representative of the Cluster observations presented in later chapters, two

points at different values of ψ can be picked (e.g., ψ1 =40◦ and ψ2 =50◦) from Figure

2.2b to show that even for refractive index values µ < 100 (for both ψ1 and ψ2),

Doppler shifts observed at different wave normal angles ψ1 and ψ2 can differ by as

much as ∼ 1.2 kHz. Two observers, SC1 and SC2, would in general observe any

discrete chorus wave packets emitted at the source at slightly different times, in view

of the known dependence of the whistler-mode group velocity on wave normal angle ψ.

Such a differential time delay would in general be expected to be present whenever

a differential Doppler shift is observed, although the reverse is not necessarily the

case, noting that differential time delay would also be observed if both spacecraft

were along the field line of the source (in which case they would observe the waves

with identical Doppler shift) but displaced in the direction along the field line. It is

also useful to note that a differential Doppler shift would result in those cases when

the two observers SC1 and SC2 are displaced (with respect to one another) in the

direction perpendicular to the local magnetic field B0. The differential Doppler shift

and time delay are only function of the wave normal angle ψ.

2.2 Previous Work on Moving Sources of Chorus

The motivation for this study originates from Cluster observations of chorus emissions

on November 27, 2000, first reported by Gurnett et al. [2001] and interpreted by Inan
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et al. [2004]. A set of these emissions is shown in Figure 2.3, adapted from Inan et al.

[2004].

The case studied in Inan et al. [2004] was from a time when the Cluster spacecraft

passed through perigee at a radial distance of 3.85 Re, at 06:42 MLT, and close to

the magnetic equatorial plane, when the two spacecraft observed with their respective

WBD instruments the same set of chorus emissions at different frequencies. These two

point observations were used to estimate the location of the source and its motion

in 2D space [Inan et al., 2004], assuming that one of the spacecraft was located

close to the magnetic field line intersecting the source. Observations from the WBD

instruments onboard Cluster spacecraft 1 and 2 showed the same chorus waves with

a shift in frequency (In Figures 2.3 and 2.4, the spectrograms show the starting time

and geomagnetic coordinates of each spacecraft on the top).

Figure 2.4a shows the basic principle of the Inan et al. [2004] model, where

a compact source is assumed to be located along the same field line as one of two

satellites (SC2), so that waves emanating at k‖B0 (i.e., ψ = 0) reach SC2 propagating

with a refractive index µψ=0 and a group velocity vg0. The second satellite (SC1) is

displaced in longitude and/or latitude as well as L-shell, so that it is accessible from

the same compact source only by waves emanating at a relatively large wave normal

angle ψ, corresponding to a refractive index µ(ψ) > µψ=0 given by equation (1.7)

(subscript index 0 is used for parameters corresponding to waves traveling parallel to

the static magnetic field B0; the parameters with no subscript index correspond to

waves traveling at a nonzero wave normal angle ψ).

Figure 2.4b shows chorus emissions observed on spacecraft SC1 and SC2, high-

lighting the significant frequency differences observed on the two spacecraft and the

differential time delay between the two spacecraft. Highlighted are the frequency

span of each element fs as well as their duration in time td. The differences in time

between the points at the lower frequency end (f=6.9 kHz on SC2) and the highest

frequency end (f=8.75 kHz on SC2) of the observed elements in both spacecraft are

indicated as ∆t. The black lines along each element in the top and lower spectro-

grams indicate the linear dispersion of each element at each spacecraft (SC1 on the

top spectrogram and SC2 in the lower one), overlaying the spectral shape observed
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Figure 2.3: Spectrograms of 5-sec duration, starting at 13:13:15 UT, on November
27, 2000, showing a sequence of individual chorus elements observed on both Cluster
SC1 and SC2. The SC2 panel is repeated on the right to illustrate the differential
Doppler shift. Also shown in the bottom right panel, is the location of the spacecraft
with respect to the two possible source locations (as derived from our analysis) along
the field line. The small panel on the bottom left of this diagram shows the source
location with respect to the Earth.
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in the other spacecraft on top as a red dashed line (SC2 on the top spectrogram and

SC1 in the lower one).

According to (2.3) the source velocity vS is related to the measured differential

Doppler shift ∆ω as:

vS =
∆ω

∆kz(ψ)
=

c∆ω

[ωµR cos(ψ)− ωµψ=0]
(2.6)

The difference between refractive indexes µR and µψ=0 and the group velocities vgR

and vg0 resulting from the difference of the wave normal angles of the waves received

at SC1 and SC2 is observed as a difference in frequency and time of arrival at each

spacecraft. Two spacecraft can thus observe individual waves originating from the

same compact source at two different apparent frequencies differing from each other

by a given amount of the differential Doppler shift. According to this model, different

observers would in general observe any discrete chorus wave packets emitted at the

source at slightly different times, based on the dependence of the whistler-mode group

velocity on wave normal angle ψ. Differential Doppler shift would result in those cases

when the observers are displaced (with respect to one another) either in the radial or

longitudinal direction, or both. At relatively short distances from the source, when

the whistler-mode raypaths can be taken to be simple straight lines, the differential

Doppler shift and time delay are only a function of the wave normal angle ψ. It

is useful to enumerate here the primary conclusions and observations of Inan et al.

[2004]:

1. The magnitude of observed differential Doppler shift and time delay are consis-

tent with model calculations for source velocities, comparable in magnitude to

either the absolute values of particle parallel velocity or the wave group velocity.

2. Discrete chorus emissions appear to be produced by sources that are compact

(one wavelength in size or less) in the direction perpendicular to B0.

3. Different frequencies of individual discrete chorus elements are emitted at dif-

ferent points along the field line. Multiple, simultaneously active source(s) are

likely distributed in L-shell and longitude (and latitude), continually emitting
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Figure 2.4: (a) Parameters involved in the determination of the source location with
respect to the Cluster spacecraft. Highlighted are the two spacecraft SC1 and SC2,
as well as the pertinent vector magnitudes of group velocity vg, wave vector k and
source velocity vS. For the case shown, the wave arrives first at SC2 at time t = tSC2

and later at SC1 at time t = tSC2 + ∆t. Included is a plot of the calculated refractive
index surface at different wave normal angle values. (b) Detailed measurement of
differential Doppler frequency shift and time delay between two Cluster spacecraft for
chorus elements with increasing frequency (risers) on November 27, 2000, at 13:13:18
UT.
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waves.

In the context of the Inan et al. [2004] model, sources of emissions are compact

in the direction transverse to the field line while moving along the field line. Santoĺık

et al. [2003] and Santoĺık and Gurnett [2003] examined the April 18, 2002 case which

was also analyzed by Inan et al. [2004]. Relatively small differential Doppler Shifts

of ∼24 Hz were deduced by Inan et al. [2004] for this case, consistent with the fact

that the spacecraft were located very close (< 180 km) to one another. While the

purpose of Santoĺık and Gurnett [2003] analysis was also to determine the source char-

acteristics, a completely different approach was used by these authors. The results of

Santoĺık et al. [2003] primarily concern the propagation and internal fine structure of

chorus elements, while Santoĺık and Gurnett [2003] present a correlation analysis of

chorus spectrograms to estimate the transverse dimensions of chorus wave packets.

Differences in fine structure of the chorus elements analyzed in Santoĺık et al. [2003]

can in principle be used to explain the small frequency changes observed during April

18, 2002 between chorus waves observed simultaneously in the four Cluster space-

craft. The results show fine structure inside the individual chorus elements, which

is discernibly different on each spacecraft, possibly involving differences in instan-

taneous frequencies observed on different spacecraft. Using a parametric waveform

analysis method, several examples given by Santoĺık et al. [2003] show instantaneous

frequency with a resolution better than 10 Hz, so that differences of ∼ 24 Hz as de-

duced by Inan et al. [2004] are also resolvable with this method [O. Santoĺık, private

communication].

The interpretation of frequency differences between individual discrete chorus el-

ements observed on different Cluster spacecraft in terms of Doppler shifts resulting

from source motion is consistent with an overall disposition of chorus sources as shown

in Figure 2.5. The left panel of Figure 2.5 shows a view of the inner magnetosphere

and the locations in MLT where different types of plasma waves are observed, plas-

maspheric VLF hiss, electromagnetic ion cyclotron ELF waves and ELF/VLF chorus,

typically observed in the dawn side, extending from midnight to noon. Within the

macroscopic source of chorus, a so called ‘bubbling’ structure of elemental chorus

sources is envisioned; a region of different simultaneously active compact sources
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Figure 2.5: Proposed model of different localized sources of ELF/VLF chorus. The
left-hand panel shows the regions in the magnetosphere where chorus waves are ob-
served. The Sun is located in the plane of the paper beyond the top edge in the
figure. The right-hand panel shows a zoom in on the dawn sector where chorus is
usually observed. Data from 11/27/2000 on the Cluster spacecraft using the WBD
instrument is shown. Highlighted are the trajectories of Cluster spacecraft SC1 and
SC2 and the points where the emissions are observed.

emitting at different instantaneous times in different directions. Each active compact

source is assumed to be moving along the Earth’s magnetic field line. As described in

this example, two spacecraft crossing this region in a fixed orbit can sometimes ob-

serve the same waves emanating from the same source, depending on whether the ray

paths from the source reach the spacecraft orbit at the time of the observation or not,

as highlighted in the spectrograms. The other chorus elements on the spectrograms

that are only observed on one spacecraft or the other emanate from other sources,

the rays from which reach only one spacecraft because of their respective locations.

The narrow blue boundary in Figure 2.5 represent the outer limits of the plas-

masphere. Actually, the plasmasphere is comprised of the entire region inside those
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strips, not including the Earth, but this blue region is overlapped by the brown re-

gion representing the locations in space where plasmaspheric hiss is observed (usually

inside the plasmasphere) [Burtis , 1974].

In the present work, these 2D results of Inan et al. [2004] are expanded and gen-

eralized to 3D, using calculations based on source triangulation for wave propagation

in the whistler mode, as explained in detail below.

2.3 Determination of Source Location and Veloc-

ity in 3D from Measured Differential Doppler

Shift and Time Delay

In the present work, we relax the assumption of Inan et al. [2004] that one of the

observing spacecraft is positioned along the same magnetic field line as the source.

A wave at frequency ω(t), emanating from a compact source located at SZ , while

moving along B0 at a speed vS in a homogeneous medium, can reach two different

observers SCi and SCj only by propagating at two different wave normal angles ψi

and ψj, and is thus observed at two different ‘apparent’ frequencies ω′i and ω′j, where

the difference in frequency obtained from (2.3) can now be expressed for any i and j

as:

∆ωi,j = ω′i − ω′j = [kz(ψi, t)− kz(ψj, t)]
∂SZ(t)

∂t
(2.7)

where ψ is the wave normal angle, i.e., the angle between the k-vector and the static

magnetic field B0. (The z-axis is assumed to be parallel to B0). In the system of

coordinates used for the calculations in this study, the origins of the x and y-axis

lie in the center of the Earth and the z coordinate has its origin at the geomagnetic

equator. The positive x points in the sunward direction. All distances along the

z-axis are measured from the geomagnetic equator along the Earth’s magnetic field

lines. The location of the corresponding magnetic field line is determined by their x−y
coordinates as distances to the Earth at the geomagnetic equator plane. Even though
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the lines along z in Figures 2.6, 3.3b, 3.4b, 3.5, 3.7, 5.3b, 5.4b, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8

are straight lines, they correspond to curves along the field lines of B0 in a regular

geomagnetic system of coordinates. Distances across the field line are assumed to

be perpendicular to z. Therefore, the reader should assume all parallel lines in the

z directions to be magnetic field lines as identified by their x−y coordinates at the

geomagnetic equator. Distances across z, given by x are taken to be perpendicular

to z for locations close to the geomagnetic equator, i.e., for geomagnetic latitudes

λm'0◦, noting that they are strictly perpendicular only at λm =0◦. We note that our

calculations in Chapters 3 and 5 lead to chorus source locations along z to be in the

vicinity of the equator. This result is consistent also with that found in other works

(i.e. the source geomagnetic latitudes obtained that result from our calculations are

within −25◦<λm<25◦).

The maximum error introduced by the adopted coordinate system in the results

presented in Chapters 3 and 5 can be quantified by measuring the distance from a

point a1 = [x1 y1 z1], x1 = 29000 km, y1 = 0 km, z1 = 7000 km and a point a2 =

[x2 y2 z2], x2 = 28400 km, y2 = 0 km, z2 = 0 km, at which the absolute difference

between the coordinates x1 and x2 is 600 km and that between z1 and z2 is 7000 km,

representing the situations encountered in Cases 1 to 4 described in Chapters 3 and

5. Distances in our defined coordinate system are calculated as in a regular Cartesian

system where the distances along axes x, y or z are perpendicular to each other, while

in the geomagnetic coordinate system, distances along z are calculated by integrating

along the corresponding magnetic field line (assuming a centered dipole configuration)

and distances across x and y are only perpendicular to z at the geomagnetic equator.

For the above mentioned case, the difference between the calculated distances in

a geomagnetic coordinate system and our coordinate system is no more that ∼7%.

The calculation of percent error mentioned in the previous sentence is performed

by estimating the distances in our coordinate system and the actual distance in a

geomagnetic coordinate system where points a1 and a2 are located in what should be

the equivalent geomagnetic locations for the given values of [x1 y1 z1] and [x2 y2 z2].

It is assumed that the source emits waves at different values of wave normal angle

with magnitudes smaller than the resonance cone angle, and that those wave packets
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with a specific value of ψi reach the corresponding SCi spacecraft. This assumption is

then applied to all of the possible i, j combinations of frequency difference that can be

observed with 4 spacecraft, i.e., six possible combinations, at a given frequency ω(t).

The spacecraft motion can be neglected for typical spacecraft velocities (∼5 km/sec),

since the Doppler shift due to spacecraft motion is very small (<1 Hz) for refractive

indexes of magnitudes below 500. To a first approximation, the wave-normal angle

ψ is assumed to remain constant over the relatively short propagation path from

the source to the observer. This assumption is later verified using raytracing for all

the four cases considered here. When the distance from the source to the spacecraft

becomes close to 1Re, as in our Case 2 illustrated below, the wave normal angle

obtained is corrected using raytracing, estimating the correct value of it for the given

distance and by recalculating this distance. From Equation (2.7), the measurements

of differential Doppler shift (∆ωi,j) between spacecraft SCi and SCj are used to

estimate the value of the source velocity vS:

vS =
c∆ωi,j

ωµi cos(ψi)− ωµj cos(ψj)
(2.8)

noting that we must satisfy the premise of having the same frequency ω at the source

location, i.e., the frequency observed at SCi, ω′i, must be equal to the frequency ω

at the source plus the Doppler shift ∆ωi. This condition can be satisfied by adding

another set of equations to be satisfied for each of the four spacecraft SCi, namely:

ω′ = ω + ∆ωi = ω + ωµi
vS
c

cos(ψi) (2.9)

The six equations obtained from (2.8) and the four resulting from (2.9), are part

of the system of equations used to calculate the position of the source at a given

frequency ω. The two sets are not independent, i.e., (2.8) can be derived from (2.9).

Nevertheless, due to the non-linear nature of the equations involved, the inclusion of

both sets is necessary for the numerical calculation, since a solution can be found that

does comply with one set but not the other one. The value of the refractive index

µi is uniquely given by the following relation for whistler-mode waves [Stix , 1962, p.

38]:
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µ2
i = 1− 2(ai − bi + h)

2ai − bi −
√
b2i − 4ai h

(2.10)

The parameters a, b and h are obtained from:

ai = s sin2(ψi) + p cos2(ψi)

bi = w l sin2(ψi) + p s (1 + cos2(ψi)) (2.11)

h = p w l

where w, l, p and s are obtained from the values of plasma frequency ωpu and gy-

rofrequency ωcu for each species u using equations (1.2).

Expressions (2.10) and (2.11) are the same as (1.7) and (1.6) respectively, rewrit-

ten here with subindexes i corresponding to each observer SCi. Our calculations

apply to frequencies near ωce/2 for which ion effects are negligible; therefore, u= e

(for ‘electron’) and the corresponding electron plasma frequency and electron gyrofre-

quency was used. In the rest of the article the u subscript is omitted so that we refer

to these quantities simply as ωp and ωc. A similar construction to (2.8) and (2.9) can

be carried out for the time delay (∆ti,j), using the observed time difference between

spacecraft SCi and SCj, leading to another group of six equations of the form:

∆ti,j =
di
vgi
− dj
vgj

(2.12)

where di is the distance traveled by the wave from the source to the spacecraft SCi,

and the magnitude of the group velocity vgi can be found from vgi = |dωi/dki|.
However, for wave vectors whose direction is quasi-parallel to B0, i.e., for 0◦<ψ<15◦

and 165◦<ψ<180◦, it is convenient to use a simpler expression for vgi as the quasi-

longitudinal approximation [Helliwell , 1965, p. 41] for 0◦<ψi<15◦:

vgi '
2c
√
ω/ωc

ωp/ωc

√√√√tan2(ψi) (cos(ψi)− ω/ωc)

4
+

(cos(ψi)− ω/ωc)
3

cos2(ψi)
(2.13)
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and for 165◦<ψi<180◦:

vgi '
2c
√
ω/ωc

ωp/ωc

√√√√tan2(π − ψi) (cos(π − ψi)− ω/ωc)

4
+

(cos(π − ψi)− ω/ωc)
3

cos2(π − ψi)
(2.14)

Finally, to complete the set of equations, the geometry of the satellite locations

with respect to the source must be taken into account. To illustrate this, Figure 2.6

shows the distance vectors di in different colors, from two different points of view,

and the corresponding location of the source with respect to the spacecraft. The

magnitude of SZ is the projection of the distance from the geomagnetic equator to

the location of the source, taken to be along the field line.

The distance from the source to the satellites is assumed to be small enough

to consider the propagation paths as straight lines. We also neglect the spacecraft

motion, since it is small compared to the wave group velocity. The distance from the

source to the spacecraft di is noted, as well as the trajectory traveled by the wave

toward each spacecraft, which has an angle with respect to the static magnetic field

(z-axis) of θi−ψi. The angle θi represents the angle between the group velocity vector

vgi and ki. A simple approximate expression for θi for the quasi longitudinal case is

given by [Helliwell , 1965, p. 41] for 0◦<ψi<15◦:

θi ' cos−1

 1− ω
ωc cos(ψi)√

tan2(ψi)
4

+
(
1− ω

ωc cos(ψi)

)2

 (2.15)

and for 165◦<ψi<180◦:

2π − θi ' cos−1

 1− ω
ωc cos(π−ψi)√

tan2(π−ψi)
4

+
(
1− ω

ωc cos(π−ψi)

)2

 (2.16)

The angles ψi are measured clockwise from the ambient static magnetic field B0

in the plane containing k and B0. The angles θi are measured counter-clockwise

from k, in the plane defined by vg and k. Equations (2.13) and (2.15) from Helliwell

[1965] are applicable for wave normal angles 0◦<ψ<15◦. According to our definition
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Figure 2.6: Schematic of the chorus emission model of a moving source, traveling
along a magnetic field line. The top panel represents the top view of the system while
the lower panel represents the side view. For i = 1, . . . , 4, shown are the wave normal
angles ψi, distance to the source, di, wave vectors ki, source velocity vS, the distances
perpendicular to the magnetic field lines Di,j between spacecraft, the source location,
given by the angles ζ, σ, ρ, δ and SZ , the component along the field line of the
distance from the geomagnetic equator to the source. The dashed circles represent
all the points for each spacecraft where a source can be located for a given set of ψi
values. The intersection of the four of them, in conjunction with SZ , determines the
unique location of the source.
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of ψ these equations could not be used if 165◦ < ψ < 180◦, as happens in Case 2,

described in Chapter 3. However, we know that the solution µ of equation (1.7) for

a given ψ is identical to that for 180◦ − ψ. If we observe carefully the dependence of

(1.7) on ψ, as is expressed in the set of equations (1.6), we observe that ψ appears

in those expressions only as the argument of sines and cosines raised to the square

power. This fact implies that the behavior of (1.7) is exactly the same for ψ as it

is for 180◦ − ψ, simply because cos2(ψ) = cos2(π − ψ) and sin2(ψ) = sin2(π − ψ).

Therefore, these equations redefined for 165◦<ψi<180◦ as (2.14) and (2.16) changing

the sign of the z-axis can be used. For the cases where the estimated value of ψ falls

outside the mentioned ranges, the full expression of vgi = |dωi/dki| is used. Notice

that even though in Figure 2.6 some of the ψi and θi angles seem to be measured

clockwise and some counterclockwise, this is not actually the case. The definition of

these two angles is formulated in a 3D space and Figure 2.6 show a projection in 2D

of the diagram into two different planes. The planes containing k and B0 used in the

definition of ψ, and the one defined by vg and k used for the definition of θ can both

rotate around B0. Therefore the views in Figure 2.6 do not necessarily coincide with

these two planes containing the corresponding angles.

Along the z-axis, parallel to B0, the projection of the trajectory of the waves

backward from each spacecraft must intersect at a single point, i.e., at the source

location. This condition is fulfilled by the set of equations:

SZ = zSCi − di cos(θi − ψi) = zSCj − dj cos(θj − ψj) for i 6= j (2.17)

The value of zSCi is measured as the projection of the vector location of each

spacecraft along the z-axis, with respect to a reference. For our calculations x= 0

and y = 0 is at the center of the Earth while the z = 0 position is located at the

geomagnetic equator on the L-shell of interest. The values of zSCi are the projection

along the z-axis of the distance between each spacecraft and the geomagnetic equator,

in our coordinate system. Equation (2.17) implies another set of four equations. In

the x−y plane, at the source location SZ , the trajectories of the waves converge to one

point, the field line of the source, defined by the angles ζ, σ, ρ and δ. As observed in
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Figure 2.6, the solution of this set of equations lies in the intersection of four circles,

each corresponding to all of the points which are a possible solution of equations (2.8),

(2.9), (2.12) and (2.17) for a given set of values of di, ψi, θi, SZ , and which define

a unique point in space in the x−y plane intersecting the B0 field line at SZ . This

point is then completely specified by the angles ζ, σ, ρ, δ as follows:

D2
1,2 =d2

1 sin2(θ1−ψ1)+d
2
2 sin2(θ2−ψ2)−2|d1 sin(θ1−ψ1)d2 sin(θ2−ψ2)|cos(ζ)

D2
2,3 =d2

2 sin2(θ2−ψ2)+d
2
3 sin2(θ3−ψ3)−2|d2 sin(θ2−ψ2)d3 sin(θ3−ψ3)|cos(σ)

D2
3,4 =d2

3 sin2(θ3−ψ3)+d
2
4 sin2(θ4−ψ4)−2|d3 sin(θ3−ψ3)d4 sin(θ4−ψ4)|cos(ρ) (2.18)

D2
4,1 =d2

4 sin2(θ4−ψ4)+d
2
1 sin2(θ1−ψ1)−2|d4 sin(θ4−ψ4)d1 sin(θ1−ψ1)|cos(δ)

ζ + σ + ρ+ δ = 2π

where Di,j is the distance between spacecraft SCi and SCj projected on the x−y
plane, shown in Figure 2.6.

Now our system of equations is completely specified by the six equations from

(2.8), the four equations from (2.9), the six equations from (2.12), the four equations

from (2.17) and the five equations from (2.18). The 15 unknowns for this system of

25 equations are: the frequency of the wave at the source ω, the source velocity vS,

the four distances from the source to the spacecraft di, the four wave normal angles

ψi, the angles ζ, σ, ρ, δ and the source location SZ . This system of equations, even

though over-specified, gives us the opportunity to take into account any errors that

may exist in the measured parameters of the background plasma, such as ωc and ωp

as well as the measured values of frequency, time, and spacecraft location.

Data from the Whisper sounder instrument [Décréau et al., 1997] onboard the four

Cluster spacecraft is used to measure the plasma density and therefore the plasma fre-

quency ωp, and the spacecraft magnetometer to obtain the value of B0, and ωc [Balogh

et al., 1997]. These values have an inherent error of approximately ±10% for ωp and

±1% for ωc, which is taken into account in the solution of our system of equations.

This system of equations is solved using a minimum square error approach, with the

initial values of the variables determined by trial and error, and with the constraints
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|ωc − ωco|/ωco < 0.01 and |ωp − ωpo|/ωpo < 0.1, where ωpo and ωco are the observed

values of the plasma and the electron gyrofrequency respectively. The differences in

the uncertainties of ωc and ωp are due to the difference in the methods applied to

obtain them: the onboard magnetometer for ωc and the Whisper observations for ωp.



Chapter 3

Source Location and Velocity

Results for Cases 1 and 2

‘The human mind is not capable of grasping the universe. We are like

little children entering a huge library. The walls are covered to the ceilings

with books in many different languages. The child knows that someone

must have written these books. He does not know who or how. He does

not understand the languages in which they are written. But the child

notes a definite plan in the arrangement of books: a mysterious order

which he does not comprehend, but only dimly suspects’ 1

3.1 Observations on July 24, 2003

In this section, observations of chorus on all four Cluster spacecraft on July 24, 2003,

are presented, specifically from two regions before and after the spacecraft crossing

of the geomagnetic equator. This particular perigee pass was selected because the

spacecraft crossed the equator around L ' 4, with a spacecraft separation of no

more than 500 km. The time and frequency differences between chorus elements on

different spacecraft were obtained using the method of visual overlaying of 10-second

long spectrograms, similar to the analysis performed by Inan et al. [2004]. The

1Albert Einstein

53
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time resolution of the WBD measurements of the electric field [Gurnett et al. 1997]

is ∼ 37 µsec, while the spectral-overlay method (with 10-second long spectrograms)

yields a time and frequency resolution (for the identification of individual chorus

element features) respectively of ∼10 msec and ∼10 Hz.

3.1.1 Geomagnetic Conditions

The geomagnetic K-index [Bartels et al., 1939] is related to the maximum fluctua-

tions of the horizontal component of B0 observed on a magnetometer relative to a

quiet day, during a 3-hour interval. The conversion table from maximum fluctuation

of B0 (in nT) to K, varies from observatory to observatory in such a way that the

historical rate of occurrence of certain levels of K are about the same at all observato-

ries. In practice this means that observatories at higher geomagnetic latitude require

higher levels of fluctuation for a given K-index. The maximum positive and negative

deviations during the 3-hour period are added together to determine the total maxi-

mum fluctuation. These maximum deviations may occur anytime during the 3-hour

period. The official planetary Kp index is derived by calculating a weighted average

of K-indexes from a network of geomagnetic observatories around the world. The

maximum Kp index observed in the 24 hours prior to the events studied in Cases 1

and 2 was 3+. The notation of a plus sign after the number means that the actual

value is more than 3, but less than 3.5. This notation is used in Kp displays since the

actual value does not have more than 1 significant digit. The variation of the geomag-

netic activity for this period is presented in Figure 3.1a, showing the Kp index during

the day before and up to two days after the observed events shown in this study.

The geomagnetic activity is relevant to the present study because it has been shown

in previous studies [Smith et al., 2004 and references therein] that there is a direct

relation between enhanced chorus activity and geomagnetic storms and substorms.

In general, chorus activity is observed during and after periods of medium and high

geomagnetic activity (Kp > 3). Chorus waves may be observed in space and on the

ground [Meredith et al., 2001].

Data from the Whisper resonance sounder [Décréau et al., 1997] was used to derive
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Figure 3.1: (a) Geomagnetic activity index (Kp), for the last week of July, 2003.
Highlighted is the local maximum in the Kp index value, as observed in the 24 hours
previous to the observations in Figure 3.2. (b) Whisper overview spectrogram of the
Cluster satellite pass during July 24, 2003, starting at 01:00:00 UT. The color scale is
related to the magnitude of the electric field in dB, measured with respect to a value
given by 0.088 µV/(m

√
Hz). The y-axis indicates frequency, and the x-axis indicates

universal time (UT). Highlighted in white are plots showing the plasma frequency fp
and one half of the electron gyrofrequency fc/2 observed in each spacecraft, and the
corresponding values used for the calculations in Cases 1 and 2 respectively.
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values of local plasma density. Frequency-time spectrograms generated from electric

field measurements using the Whisper instrument in the passive mode [Décréau et al.,

1997] are shown in Figure 3.1b. The four panels show spectrograms of one of the com-

ponents of the electric field on spacecraft SC1, SC2, SC3 and SC4, for the pass on

July, 24, 2003. The Whisper sounder on the Cluster spacecraft can provide an abso-

lute measurement of the total plasma density within the range 0.2−80 cm−3, which

cover the range of typical values of electron plasma density observed in the inner

magnetosphere near 4<L< 5, especially outside the plasmasphere where chorus is

typically observed. The data from this instrument allows the identification of the

electron plasma frequency by analyzing the time-frequency patterns of resonances

excited in the medium by a pulse transmitter. The sounding technique used for this

purpose was developed earlier and proved successful in these regions of the magneto-

sphere by Trotignon et al. [1986]. In the basic nominal operational mode, as is the

case presented in this study, the density is measured every 52 seconds on SC1. On

SC2, SC3 and SC4, it is measured in the same manner during the first 15 minutes of

each pass and every 104 seconds during the rest of the time, the frequency and time

resolution for the wave measurements being about 300 Hz and 2.2 seconds. These

active and passive measurements were used to obtain the electron density through

the method specified by Canu et al. [2001] and Trotignon et al. [2001 and 2003].

3.1.2 WBD Observations

Figure 3.2 shows an overview of the plasma wave electric field observed on the four

Cluster spacecraft by the WBD instrument during July 24, 2003. Highlighted in black

are the regions of interest for the two cases studied, Case 1 beginning at 01:14:38 UT

and Case 2 beginning at 01:35:25 UT. The four spectrograms presented in Figure 3.2

correspond to each of the four Cluster spacecraft, each measuring the same component

of the wave electric field. The horizontal axis shows the universal time, as well as

the geomagnetic coordinates (the L parameter, MLT, the geomagnetic latitude λm,

as well as the radial distance Re) of spacecraft SC4 along the path.

Figure 3.3c consists of four spectrograms of 4 seconds duration, one for each
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Figure 3.2: WBD overview spectrogram of the Cluster satellite pass during July
24, 2003, starting at 00:49:00 UT. The color scale is related to the magnitude of
the plasma wave electric field in dB with respect to 1 mV/(m

√
Hz). The y-axis

indicates frequency, and the x-axis indicates universal time (UT), as well as position
information for spacecraft SC4, in terms of the L parameter, geomagnetic latitude
λm, geomagnetic local time MLT and radial distance to the center of the Earth, Re.
Highlighted are the two elements studied in Cases 1 and 2 respectively.
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spacecraft, showing data from the region highlighted in Figure 3.2 for Case 1, at

01:14:38 UT. These elements were observed before the geomagnetic equator crossing

during this pass. Chorus emission activity was observed on all four spacecraft SC1,

SC2, SC3 and SC4. The frequency-time spectrogram displays upper band chorus

emissions as observed by the four spacecraft, showing individual elements occurring

at different times and frequencies. One particular chorus element observed on all

four spacecraft is targeted for study herein, as indicated by four white circles. The

spacecraft positions with respect to one another are displayed in Figure 3.3b, in the

system of coordinates defined in the previous Chapter. The vector pointing in the

direction perpendicular to the page, pointing toward the reader, represents an arrow

that shows the direction at which the Earth is located with respect to the spacecraft

in that plot. Figure 3.3a shows the location of the spacecraft in the frame of reference

of the geomagnetic field, using the L parameter and the geomagnetic latitude λm as

a coordinate system.

As discussed earlier in Chapter 2, in connection with Figure 2.5, in general wide-

band data such as that shown in Figure 3.3c from multiple spacecraft shows a multi-

plicity of chorus elements, only some of which are individual chorus elements having

distinctly similar frequency and time sequencing on different spacecraft, such that

they can be assumed to be emanating from the same source. In Figure 3.3c, one

particular single element is divided into four points (shown as solid white circles) reg-

ularly spaced in time and frequency along the element. The first point is selected at

the earliest time when the amplitude of the element reaches the maximum amplitude

level (red) at ∼ 30 dB (for Cases 1 and 2) or ∼ 35 dB (for Cases 3 and 4 shown in

Chapter 5) above the background noise level (given by the lowest intensity in the dB

color scale). The last point is selected using the same amplitude criteria at the latest

time along the element. The intermediate points are selected by dividing the time

between the first and last points in regular intervals. Starting from the first point at

the earliest time, each sequential point on each spacecraft is assumed to emanate from

the same source at the same time. Each point has a corresponding value of frequency

and time, so that for each point, the time and frequency differences between the four
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Figure 3.3: (a) Spacecraft location along the orbit for July 24, 2003. Indicated are
the lines of constant L (dashed lines), and geomagnetic latitude λm (dotted lines).
Highlighted are the spacecraft locations at the place in orbit where the observations
were performed. (b) Relative position of the spacecraft with respect to each other in
space. The system of coordinates in this panel is defined in Chapter 2 (c) Four second
spectrograms of electric field data observed by the four Cluster spacecraft, starting
at 01:14:38 UT. The color scale is related to the magnitude of the electric field in
dB with respect to 1 mV/(m

√
Hz). The vertical axis indicates frequency, while the

horizontal axis indicates time in UT. Highlighted (with white circles across its frame)
is the chorus element studied in Case 1.
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spacecraft are determined as follows: The time and frequency differences in the ver-

tical and horizontal scales of each spectrogram between each point in one spacecraft

are compared with the corresponding one in the other spacecraft. The accuracy of

this graphical method depends on the resolution in frequency and time of the spec-

trogram which in our case is 10 msec and 10 Hz. The difference in slope between such

similar elements observed at different frequencies is also apparent in Figure 3.3c. This

difference is the result of whistler mode propagation, which introduces dispersion in

time, as noted in Inan et al. [2004], and can be explained in terms of the dependence

of the group velocity of whistler-mode waves on the wave-normal angle ψ.

The determination of the chorus source location can now be undertaken by relax-

ing the assumption of having one of the spacecraft aligned with the source, as was

constrained by Inan et al. [2004]. We do not need this assumption since our system

of equations is complete, allowing us to determine the source location uniquely using

measurements from the four spacecraft. The direction of the source movement is

also uniquely determined from the solution of the set of equations described in the

previous Chapter.

Figure 3.4c consists of 4 spectrograms each of 4 seconds duration, from the time

highlighted in Figure 3.2 for Case 2, at 01:35:25 UT. Figure 3.2c shows data observed

after the geomagnetic equator crossing during the pass, illustrating the rising tone

emissions. Once again, upper-band chorus activity is observed on all four spacecraft

SC1, SC2, SC3 and SC4 but with only some elements being observed in multiple

spacecraft, consistent with the bubbling source concept of Figure 2.5. The white

circles once again are used to indicate the time duration and frequency span of the

particular discrete chorus element studied in this work. The spacecraft positions

are shown in Figure 3.4b, where the coordinates x, y and z are geomagnetic, i.e.,

the magnetic equatorial plane corresponds to z = 0 while the center of the Earth is

specified by x= 0 and y = 0. Note that the z-axis is not orthogonal to the x-axis,

but that it represents the distance along the field line which crosses the geomagnetic

equator at the geomagnetic coordinates specified by given values of x and y. Figure

3.4a shows the location of the spacecraft in the frame of reference of the geomagnetic

field, using the L parameter and the geomagnetic latitude λm as a coordinate system.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Spacecraft location along the orbit for July 24, 2003. Indicated are the
lines of constant L, and geomagnetic latitude λm. The spacecraft locations along their
orbits when the observation was performed are illustrated by the colored dots. (b)
Relative positions of the spacecraft with respect to each other in space. The system
of coordinates in this panel is defined in Chapter 2. (c) 4 s spectrograms of electric
field amplitude as observed by the 4 Cluster spacecraft, starting at 01:35:25 UT.
The color scale indicates the magnitude of the electric field in dB with respect to 1
mV/(m

√
Hz). The y-axis indicates frequency, and the x-axis time in UT. Highlighted

is the chorus riser element studied in Case 2.
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As in Case 1, individual distinct chorus elements, i.e., those with similar frequency

and time sequencing on different spacecraft, can be assumed to be emanating from

the same source. The single element identified is divided into four points regularly

spaced in time and frequency along the element and for each point the time and fre-

quency differences between the four spacecraft are measured. The difference in slope

between similar elements is also evident in Figure 3.4c, as the result of whistler mode

propagation in the magnetosphere, which introduces dispersion in time, originating

from the dependence of group velocity for whistler-mode propagation with frequency

and the wave-normal angle ψ. The general appearance of the wideband spectra for

this case consists of a multiplicity of chorus emissions generally observed typically

only on one of the four spacecraft, mixed in with some elements observed on some of

the spacecraft but not on all of them. The element marked in Figure 3.4 is one such

particular element that was recognized to be common on all four spacecraft. Note,

once again, that the fact that many elements are only observed on one spacecraft,

and some on more than one and even fewer on all four is consistent with the general

picture of distributed multiple active chorus sources, emitting waves in a range of

directions, as described in Figure 2.5.

As pointed out in the previous paragraph, the important feature is the fact that

some of the elements are observed in some of the spacecraft, but not in others. In

some cases part of the chorus element is observed on one of the spacecraft while the

entire element is observed in another. This type of distribution of chorus elements

appears to be a common feature of multipoint observations of chorus. Chorus waves

emanating from different sources sometimes reach different spacecraft, and sometimes

reach all four of them. In such a situation, it can be more difficult to identify similar

elements observed on different spacecraft. Nevertheless, simple visual inspection in-

dicates that chorus emissions often have a very unique frequency-time structure, and

that this structure, even when shifted in frequency and dispersed (e.g., slight changes

in slope), still maintains its distinct frequency-time shape from one spacecraft to an-

other. Visual inspection of 4-second long spectrogram sections like the ones shown in

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 are used to measure the frequency-time characteristic of the single

elements highlighted in Figure 3.2, which are later used in equations (2.9) and (2.12)
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to estimate the variation of differential Doppler shift and time delay respectively as

a function of time during the pass.

3.2 Source Location and Velocity for July 24, 2003

The determination of the source location and the direction of its motion follows di-

rectly from the calculations described in Chapter 2, by solving the system of equations

described by (2.8), (2.9), (2.12), (2.17) and (2.18) using the measured values of the

differential time delays and Doppler shifts (over a range of frequencies) as inputs.

This solution is dominated by the time sequence of arrival of the chorus wave packet

to the different spacecraft and the geometry of the problem, being the configuration

in space of the four Cluster spacecraft approximately along a line in the z direction

(See Figures 3.3b and 3.4b). This set of equations is highly non linear in terms of the

wave normal angle ψ, and is over determined, therefore possibly leading to different

solutions depending on the initial values used. The method used to solve this block

of equations is the minimization method [Marquardt , 1963]. It consists of defining a

square error function g(x) as:

g(x) =
25∑
χ=1

βχ [Qχ(x)−Rχ(x)]2 (3.1)

where the 25 different Qχ and Rχ are functions defined as each side of the equality of

equations (2.8), (2.9), (2.12), (2.17) and (2.18). The argument of these functions is

the vector x ∈ <15 that represents the set of 15 unknowns specified in Chapter 2, xg

being their respective estimated values. As an example, equation (2.8) can be used

with spacecraft SC1 and SC4, yielding:

Qχ(x) = vS Rχ(x) =
c∆ω1,4

ωµ1(x) cos(ψ1)− ωµ4 cos(ψ4)
(3.2)

where µ1(x) and µ4(x) must be replaced by (2.10), with i = 1 and 4 respectively.

For this approach to work well, each term of the sum in (3.1) must be weighted

with a factor βχ, in order not to render any variable more significant than any other

in the solution. The βχ values are chosen by trial and error based on the behavior
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of functions Qχ and Rχ. They are chosen as the inverse of the estimated values of

Rχ for each unknown vector (called xg) raised to the second power, i.e., as βχ =

[Rχ(xg)]
−2. This choice of the βχ values using an exponent of 2 provides a means

to normalize each error term in the sum (3.1) to avoid numerical errors due to the

differences of magnitudes of the values of each Rχ(xg). The trial and error nature of

this method comes from the proper selection of the xg, the most complicated task in

the calculation, and one that is aided by the knowledge of the physics of the problem

in hand. A proper selection of xg leads to convergence to a solution of the system

of equations that lies within the error margins of the measurables. A wrong set of

values for xg can lead to a set of solutions which provide a minimum in the solution

space, but which does not satisfy the system of equations within the limits of the

tolerance on the measurables, thus not constituting a real solution. The values of xg

used for Cases 1 and 2 are shown in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, corresponding to each of the

unknowns.

Once the xg values are determined, the system of equations can then be solved

using different algorithms, the ones used for this case being the quasi-Newton, [Acton,

1990, ch. 14; Moré and Cosnard , 1979] and the Levenberg-Marquardt [Levenberg ,

1944; Marquardt , 1963] methods, the latter being the more efficient method for the

case in hand.

The present method of solution relies on the measurement of the frequency and

time difference as well as the frequency-time slope of the individual chorus elements

observed on the four spacecraft. The manner in which this measurement is used

in our determination of the source properties is illustrated in Figures 3.3c and 3.4c.

The chorus emission is assumed to be generated at the source with a frequency that

increases with time. The source of the chorus subsequently moves toward, or away

from, the spacecraft (depending on the sign of the Doppler frequency shift) resulting

in the frequency-time slopes that are observed on SC1 to SC4. The solution of the

system of equations reveals the original frequency range and frequency-time shape

of the emission at the source, uniquely determined by the unknowns f (or ω) and

the propagation times di/vgi, with i = 1, . . . , 4. This process also has the desired

outcome of identifying the specific location at which each frequency is emitted and
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xg1 xg2 xg3 xg4

f [Hz] 5500 5600 5700 5800
vS/c 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
d1[km] 4600 3800 3500 2500
d2[km] 3600 2900 2200 1500
d3[km] 4100 3500 2800 2000
d4[km] 2900 2300 1700 1000
ψ1[

◦] 4.2 5 6 15
ψ2[

◦] 10 10 12 15
ψ3[

◦] 6.4 7.1 8 17
ψ4[

◦] 0 0 0 0
ζ[◦] 90 90 90 90
σ[◦] 90 90 90 90
ρ[◦] 90 90 90 90
δ[◦] 90 90 90 90
SZ [km] -4700 -4000 -3500 -2500

Table 3.1: Values xg used to solve the system of equations described by (2.8), (2.9),
(2.12), (2.17) and (2.18), for Case 1
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xg1 xg2 xg3 xg4

f [Hz] 4300 4600 5000 5200
vS/c -0.02 -0.033 -0.02 -0.02
d1[km] 6800 6300 5400 5200
d2[km] 7800 7200 6400 6100
d3[km] 7200 6700 5900 5600
d4[km] 8200 7700 7000 6500
ψ1[

◦] 135 138 138 135
ψ2[

◦] 169 160 152 146
ψ3[

◦] 139 140 139 140
ψ4[

◦] 180 180 180 180
ζ[◦] 90 90 90 90
σ[◦] 90 90 90 90
ρ[◦] 90 90 90 90
δ[◦] 90 90 90 90
SZ [km] 11000 10500 9500 8000

Table 3.2: Values xg used to solve the system of equations described by (2.8), (2.9),
(2.12), (2.17) and (2.18), for Case 2
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the direction and the magnitude of the velocity of the source.

3.2.1 Source Location Results for Case 1

For Case 1, displayed in Figure 3.3, the source location results are shown in Figure

3.5. The four panels presented herein correspond to four different values of frequency

f , calculated from the system of equations presented in Chapter 2. These four points

in frequency correspond to four different parts of the chorus element highlighted with

white circles in Figure 3.3. The use of four frequency-time points in the chorus element

allows accurate definition of frequency-time shape of the elements and allows to resolve

the frequency dependence of source location and velocity. The selection of the points is

done so as to have uniformly distributed frequency-time pairs as explained in Section

3.1.2. The resulting measurement error depends on the frequency (time) spread of

the chorus element at each time (frequency). Each of the four measurements of this

element, as observed by spacecraft SC1 to SC4, represent a corresponding value of

time and frequency. All of the six combinations of pairs from these four values of fi

and ti, for each spacecraft SCi, are fed into equations (2.9) and (2.12) to calculate

the values of ∆ωi,j = ωi − ωj and ∆ti,j = ti − tj, the index i and j representing the

corresponding number of spacecraft SCi and SCj. As explained at the end of Chapter

2, the values of the plasma frequency ωp and the electron gyrofrequency ωc are known

within a range of |ωc − ωco| /ωco<0.01 and |ωc − ωpo| /ωpo<0.1, where ωpo = 54.5 kHz

and ωco = 8 kHz for Case 1, as highlighted in Figure 3.1. The quantities ∆i,j and ∆ti,j

also have their respective uncertainties and should also be considered as unknowns

with the restrictions |∆ti,j −∆ti,j o|<0.01 sec and |∆ωi,j −∆ωi,j o| /2π<10 Hz (The

subindex ‘o’ refers to the observed values of ωc, ωp, ∆ti,j or ∆ωi,j). These tolerance

values are used for the four measurables, ωc, ωp, ∆ωi,j and ∆ti,j in the four cases

studied in this work. The results in Figure 3.5 show the values of the location of

the source as given uniquely in the 3D space by SZ , d1 to d4, and the set of angles

ζ, σ, ρ, δ (See Figure 2.6). The error bars in the z direction are obtained from

equation (2.17), representing the range of values acquired by SZ for different values

of the observables in the solution space, within the restrictions mentioned earlier.
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Figure 3.5: Source location results on July 24, 2003, 01:14:38 UT, for four different
calculated frequencies, each one corresponding to one of those shown in each of the
four panels. The position of the spacecraft is indicated as well as the source. The
system of coordinates in this panel is defined in Chapter 2. For each result in source
location the corresponding values of wave normal angle are specified (ψi, for i =
1, . . . , 4).

The system of equations is expected to have several solutions, and it is found that

such is indeed the case, but the solutions found must also have physical significance,

and among those that are found to be physically significant, the one with a minimum

value of g(x) is the one that is adopted as the solution. Nevertheless it should be

mentioned that the difference of g(x) for any set of solutions x found to fulfill the

restrictions on the measurables is not significant.

The results obtained for source location and velocity using equations (2.8), (2.9),

(2.12), (2.17) and (2.18) by means of a simple test. Using the results for the 15

unknowns of the set of equations presented in Chapter 2, the values of frequency and

time observed at each spacecraft SCi can be calculated and compared to the ones
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originally observed, i.e., the measurables, represented by the white circles in Figures

3.3 and 3.4. The general procedure to check the results obtained via the solution

of equations (2.8), (2.9), (2.12), (2.17) and (2.18), is described by the following two

steps:

1. The values of observed frequency for each point along each element onboard

SCi can be obtained from equation (2.9), for each of the four points picked for

the chorus element shown in Figure 3.3. This calculation is performed using the

obtained values of ω, ψi, vS and the corresponding µi calculated using (2.10).

2. The procedure to obtain the values of observed time requires some additional

elaboration. The values of observed time obtained from the UT scale in Figures

3.3 and 3.4 for each spacecraft SCi (i = 1, . . . ,4) t′UT i are given by t′UT i =

t0 + di/vgi, expression that is substituted in (2.12) to obtain the time of arrival

differences between spacecraft ∆ti,j = t′UT i − t′UT j. A reference time value t0 is

introduced, which unfortunately represents an extra unknown that cannot be

obtained from the system of equations given by (2.8), (2.9), (2.12), (2.17) and

(2.18). Therefore one of the spacecraft is used as a reference in time (denoted

here as SCr), assuming that the observed value of t′UT r coincides with the

calculated one. After this procedure the rest of the values of t′UT i, for i 6= r

can be obtained using the estimated value of dr and vgr from (2.13) or (2.14) to

obtain a value of t0 from t0 = t′UT r − dr/vgr. The rest of the values of t′UT i are

then compared with t0, using t′UT i = t0 + di/vgi from the obtained values of di

and the corresponding vgi calculated using (2.13) or (2.14). In the verification

of Cases 1 to 4 discussed in this dissertation, SC1 is taken as a reference, i.e.,

r = 1.

The verified values of observed time t′UT i and frequency ω′i pairs for Case 1 are

shown in Figure 3.6 as green circles. They are superimposed to the originally observed

white circles already displayed in Figure 3.3. The difference between the observed and

recalculated values of t′UT i and ω′i lies within the error range that was adopted as a

restriction on these measurables as was explained at the beginning of this subsection.

The agreement lies within the expected error adopted in the calculations and shows
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Figure 3.6: Four second spectrograms of electric field data observed by the four
Cluster spacecraft, starting at 01:14:38 UT. The color scale is related to the magnitude
of the electric field in dB with respect to 1 mV/(m

√
Hz). The vertical axis indicates

frequency, while the horizontal axis indicates time in UT. Highlighted (with white
circles across its frame) is the chorus element studied in Case 1. Overimposed (with
green circles) are the four recalculated values of observed ω′i and t′i at each spacecraft
SCi (i = 1, . . . , 4)
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that the method is self consistent. The same verification is performed for Cases 2, 3

and 4 shown in what follows of the dissertation, even though a similar figure as 3.6

is not included for those Cases.

3.2.2 Source Location Results for Case 2

The chorus element studied in Case 2 and displayed in Figure 3.4 is found to have

a source as shown in Figure 3.7. As in Case 1, the four panels correspond to four

different values of frequency f calculated from the system of equations presented in

Chapter 2. This result also suggests a field aligned moving source, emitting coherent

wave packets at different frequencies at different locations along the field line. These

four values of f were calculated using the same method of dividing the chorus element

into four f − t pairs, selected as explained in section 3.1.2. The results of Figure 3.7

display the values of the location of the source as given uniquely in the 3D space by

SZ , d1 to d4, and the set of angles ζ, σ, ρ, δ (See Figure 2.6). As in Case 1, the error

bars in the z direction are obtained from equation (2.17), being the deviation of SZ

for different values of observables within the solution space, within the restrictions

mentioned earlier. In this case, the system of equations is also expected to have

several solutions as before. The solutions found must have physical significance and

within the ones that do, the one with a minimum value of g(x) is adopted. As is

shown in Chapter 4, the risers observed in Figure 3.4 are generated away from the

equator, while the sources of the emissions move rapidly toward it. The extent of the

source motion along the field line is larger for Case 2, being ∼ 3700 km, while the

frequency range spanned by the risers in Figure 3.4 is more than that for the risers in

Figure 3.3. The source in this case is also moving toward the spacecraft, i.e., in the

direction of propagation of the observed chorus wave packets.

3.2.3 Raytracing Results

Results shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.7 have been obtained using the formulation and

the method of calculation presented in Chapter 2. These calculations are performed

based on the fact that rays propagate roughly along the field line, and that the
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wave normal angles do not change much along short trajectories. Nevertheless, the

source-to-spacecraft distances obtained are found to be large enough to raise questions

about the validity of this assumption. To assess the possible effects of wave normal

angle variation (along the path) on our results, the calculation is repeated using 2D

raytracing in an inhomogeneous magnetospheric model to estimate the values of the

wave normal angles and to correct the values of the source location accordingly. The

raytracing method consists of the use of the plasma density profile obtained from the

Whisper instrument as an input to the Stanford 2D raytracing program described in

Inan and Bell [1977]. Relaxing the assumptions that the ray paths are straight lines

in the field aligned system of coordinates, raytracing is used based on the Haselgrove

equations [Haselgrove, 1954]. The following expressions are used to calculate the ray

path coordinates r= [r ϕ] in space. The coordinate r indicates the radial distance

from the origin of the coordinate system, ϕ is the zenith angle, the angle between

the vertical z-axis and the r vector. A 3D version of the vector r would also include

the azimuth angle φ, the angle between the positive x-axis and the r vector projected

onto the x− y plane that has a one-to-one relation with the magnetic local time

MLT. Nevertheless for in our 2D calculations, φ is fixed (as required for 2D tracing),

and therefore not used. As we already know, the orientation of n is the same as

k, n= [nr nϕ] and |n| = µ. The raytracing code is utilized for a cold, magnetized

collisionless plasma and uses the Haselgrove differential equations for the 2D case to

find r and n:

dr

dt
=

1

µ2

(
nr − µ

∂µ

∂nr

)
(3.3)

dϕ

dt
=

1

rµ2

(
nϕ − µ

∂µ

∂nϕ

)

dnr
dt

=
1

µ

∂µ

∂r
+
dϕ

dt
(3.4)

dnϕ
dt

=
1

r

(
1

µ

∂µ

∂ϕ
− nϕ

dr

dt

)
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The value of µ is obtained from equation (1.7) (using the minus sign for whistler

mode propagation), while its derivatives are given as:

∂µ

∂nι
=
∂µ

∂ψ

∂ψ

∂nι
=
∂µ

∂ψ

[
nιB0 cos(ψ)− µB0

µ2B0 sin(ψ)

]
(3.5)

∂µ

∂ι
=
∂µ

∂ψ

∂ψ

∂ι
+
∑
u

∂µ

∂ωcu

∂ωcu
∂ι

+
∑
u

∂µ

∂ωpu

∂ωpu
∂ι

for ι = r, ϕ and for each species u.

The magnitude of the derivatives ∂ψ/∂ι and ∂ωcu/ι depend upon the adopted

model of the Earth’s magnetic field, which in our case is the centered dipole model.

The quantity ∂ωpu/ι depends on the particle density model used; in our case, the r−4

model is used for densities outside the plasmasphere [Platino et al., 2005], based on

measurements with the Whisper instrument of the plasma frequency.

The waves are launched from the positions calculated for the model described

above, using the value of frequency and wave normal angle obtained by the system

of equations in Chapter 2. The resultant propagation times from the source to the

spacecraft are compared to the measured values and an adjustment in the values of

ψi for each spacecraft SCi is performed in order to fit the measured delays. Even

though this process may result in slightly different values of f , ψi, di, SZ and ζ, σ,

ρ, δ than the ones calculated originally, the changes are not significant, as can be

seen from Figure 3.8. Shown here is the evolution of ψi for chorus rays launched

from the estimated source location toward the spacecraft SCi, in both Cases, 1 and 2

(Distances between spacecraft are exaggerated for clarity). The colored lines indicate

the ray trajectories for different frequencies while the small black segments show the

direction of the k vector. Indicated in Figure 3.8 are the values of the wave normal

angles at the source and at the spacecraft. In our two cases, we find that the ray

paths calculated stay field aligned, requiring relatively small correction (<8%) to the

results previously obtained without raytracing. The values of the source location and

velocity, displayed in Figures 3.5, 3.7 and 3.9 are all verified by taking into account

the effect of ray propagation as described in this paragraph and shown in Figure 3.8.
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It should be noticed in Figure 3.8 that ψ can vary along the trajectory from the source

to the spacecraft. This feature is not contemplated in the calculations performed in

Chapter 2, and is one of the resaons why the correction using raytracing may be

necessary.

3.2.4 Source Velocity Results

The results of calculated source velocities are shown in Figure 3.9a and 3.9b. Each

panel shows the source velocity for the values of frequency obtained from the calcula-

tions described on Figures 3.5 and 3.7. The error bars on the two plots are calculated

considering the sensitivity of the solution to changes of the values of the input param-

eters of ωp and ωc. Superimposed on the source velocity plot are the corresponding

values of the parallel velocity of resonant energetic electrons for ψ ' 0◦, as calculated

from the expression [Helliwell , 1967]:

−v‖ =
ωc − ω

k
∼=

(ωc − ω)3/2

ωp
√
ω

c (3.6)
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The source velocities calculated for the two cases differ by a factor of ∼ 3, being

higher for the risers observed after the equatorial crossing. In Case 1 the source

velocity increases with frequency, while in the second case it decreases.

The fact that the deduced velocities of chorus source are of the same order of

magnitude as the parallel resonant velocity and the wave group velocity is consistent

with the heuristic discussion of source motion in [Helliwell , 1967] based solely on

energy considerations. In the next two Chapters we provide a quantitative interpre-

tation of chorus source motion, showing that such motion is a necessary consequence

of other known properties of chorus emissions, namely growth rate, bunching time

and saturation.



Chapter 4

A Physical Interpretation of

Moving Sources of Chorus

‘Beauty will be convulsive or will not be at all.’ 1

In this Chapter, we discuss the cyclotron resonance process of whistler wave ampli-

fication and illustrate that the field-aligned motion of the sources of discrete chorus

emissions is a natural result of the known properties of discrete chorus emissions,

such as the rapid temporal growth, saturation of growth and the frequency-time vari-

ations. We also demonstrate by considering several example cases, that the direction

and speed of the source motion is largely controlled by the temporal growth rate. The

objective of this chapter is thus to present a simple phenomenological model which

predicts source motion along B0, in order to establish the plausibility of such moving

sources. The phenomenological model presented in this thesis draws upon cyclotron

resonance growth driven by anisotropy of the energetic particle distribution, as the

general mechanism of generation of ELF/VLF emissions. In this context, we note

that the physical mechanisms that lend to the discrete and coherent forms of chorus

and the observed high growth rates is not yet understood, and that we do not attempt

to explain these features. Rather, we simply set out to present a simple interpretation

to show how motion of sources of chorus emissions can come about as a result of other

1André Breton, Nadja, first published as a novel in 1928
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known properties of chorus. In this context, the primary starting assumptions made

are (i) that chorus emissions exhibit rapid temporal growth and saturation, and (ii)

the frequency-time shape of chorus is inherent to the emission mechanism. In other

words, the phenomenological model presented here does not in any way attempt to

explain why chorus is emitted as a rising (or falling) emission. Rather, we take it

as a matter of fact that chorus is emitted in this form, and show that this fact, and

the known rapid temporal growth and saturation naturally lead to rapid motion of

sources of chorus.

4.1 Interpretation of Chorus Source Motion

Some of the basic features of the phenomenological model used here are described

in Helliwell [1967]. In this model, the perpendicular velocity vectors v⊥ of energetic

electrons drifting along B0 are bunched in gyrophase by interaction with a triggering

(i.e., externally injected or locally generated stimulant) whistler mode wave. This

bunching results in a total perpendicular (to B0) current J⊥ that radiates at the local

electron gyrofrequency in the field-aligned drift frame of the resonant electrons. The

motion of the particles in the direction opposite to the wave propagation produces a

Doppler shift in the frequency of the radiated wave energy, which is why chorus waves

are observed in the whistler mode at frequencies below ωc. In the Helliwell [1967]

model, the location of the phase bunching interaction in regions of different B0 (and

corresponding ωc) and the drifting motion of the source lead to the frequency-time

shapes (i.e., risers and fallers) characteristic of chorus emissions. According to this

model, the wave energy that is convected away from the interaction region as shown

in Figure 1.6a at the group velocity and must be supplied by the incoming electrons.

If the input power from the streaming electrons is not exactly equal to the output

wave power for a fixed position, then the interaction region drifts either downstream

or upstream at a velocity such that input power equals output power. With these

arguments, Helliwell [1967] heuristically predicted that the source velocity should lie

in the range between the group velocity of the wave in one direction and the parallel

resonant velocity of the bunching particles in the other direction.
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While some of the phenomenological aspects of the Helliwell [1967] model are

also applicable in our case, the underlying purpose in our work is the quantitative

interpretation of the observed motions of chorus sources. For this purpose, we take

the frequency-time shape to be an inherent feature of the emission process, and take

the rapid temporal growth and saturation properties of chorus emissions as observa-

tionally established facts. We then show that these assumptions alone lead to the

rapid motions of chorus sources. Even though the Helliwell [1967] study serves as a

starting point for our interpretation because of its prediction of source motion based

on heuristic arguments, no of the calculation in this Chapter is based on it. The work

of Helliwell [1967] has been visionary and has identified the physics involved in the

cyclotron resonance mechanism. However, this model is based on considerations of

the individual resonant particles and does not account for the wave growth driven

by the anisotropy of the distribution functions in velocity space. These and other

shortcomings of Helliwell [1967] were improved upon later studies (e.g., Bell [1984];

Matsumoto and Kimura [1971]; Nunn [1986] and Trakhtengerts et al. [2003]).

In the present work, the source location is defined to be the average between

the two points within the interaction region where the radiating current J⊥ is 3dB

below its first local maximum. For the purpose of our work, the interaction region is

defined in the same way as Helliwell [1967], i.e., it is the region along the z-axis where

significant phase bunching occurs. The parameter zint, the coordinate designating the

point along the field line at which the phase bunching process starts, is one of the

limits of this region and is the one used in our calculations.

Our physical interpretation of moving sources of chorus is illustrated in Figure 4.1.

On a given L shell there exists a local minimum of the Earth’s magnetic field, such as

that which exists near the geomagnetic equator. The minimum of B0 provides both

the concentration of trapped energetic electrons as the source of free energy needed for

amplification by cyclotron resonance, and also maximizes the interaction lengths for

individual resonant electrons [e.g., Inan et al., 1983]. As explained below, the source

of new radiation is the current produced by gyroresonant electrons and we define its

location in space to be SZ , the coordinate along z where the maximum radiating

current J⊥ occurs at a given frequency ω. The energetic electrons move along the
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field lines, and when a triggering pulse enters the region, it initiates the amplification

process. Amplification may also be initiated by noise fluctuations already present in

the region, rather than an external triggering signal. Amplified waves are emitted

at a wide range of wave normal angles. The wave energy propagating in a direction

which projection along the z-axis is counter streaming (i.e., direction along B0 that

is opposite to the streaming motion of the particles) are electromagnetic whistler-

mode waves, while in the streaming direction only evanescent waves exist. In the

anisotropic magnetoplasma medium, wave energy at different wave normal angles

propagates both along and at an angle to the ambient magnetic field. A spacecraft

close enough to the source can observe the oblique propagating waves as well as the

parallel propagating ones. The source location changes along the field line within this

interaction region according to the mechanism we describe below. The field aligned

system of coordinates used in Chapters 2 and 3 is also used in this Chapter.

4.2 Phase Bunching

An essential consequence of the cyclotron resonance interaction is the so-called phase

bunching of the resonant electrons. This bunching is a process by which the veloci-

ties along the field line of gyro-resonant energetic electrons are modified in gyrophase

[Bell , 1964b; Schmidt , 1966, pp. 244-245; Helliwell and Crystal , 1973] through inter-

action with a triggering wave of amplitude Bw, as illustrated in Figure 4.2 (Based on

Figure 3 from Helliwell and Crystal [1973]). Figure 4.2a shows an initial state at t = 0

where a set of 12 test particles of identical energy and pitch angle gyrating around

B0 with approximately the same gyroradius, move with the same velocity v‖k parallel

to B0. Perpendicular to B0, the electron velocities are v⊥k with the same magnitude

but different azimuthal angles (k = 1, . . . , 12) (also called Larmor phase) with respect

to the wave magnetic field Bw. Each vector v⊥k is indicated with a different color and

the tip of each vector, highlighted with a point of the same color, describes a helix as

the particles move along z. The helical motion of each resonant electron constitutes

a helical current (also called ‘elemental stream’ [Helliwell and Crystal , 1973]) that

radiates a Doppler shifted wave in the z direction, but initially at a location x' 0,
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y'0, z=z1, the vector sum of the v⊥k’s, labeled in Figure 4.2 vres
⊥ , is zero. Therefore,

at that location in space the total radiating current is zero. During the time interval

0 < t < t1 (Figure 4.2b), a whistler mode wave with magnetic field amplitude Bw

perpendicular to z interacts with the 12 particles, which are affected by a bunching

force parallel to z given by Fk = qe(v⊥k×Bw), where qe is the magnitude of the charge

of the electron. By the time t = t1 the particles have moved several wavelengths of

the triggering wave along z, and at x' 0, y ' 0, z = z2, the perpendicular velocity

vectors v⊥k’s have been modified in their azimuthal angles around B0 by the influence

of the bunching force Fk. The main function of the wave is to organize the relative

gyrophases of each of the 12 streams so that their radiation becomes coherent, and so

that after a given time has elapsed, the vector sum of all their velocities perpendicu-

lar to B0 is nonzero, producing a resulting finite perpendicular radiating current J⊥.

Figure 4.2a corresponds to an initial uniform distribution of particles in gyrophase

with a fixed number of particles that are exactly in gyroresonance at the start.

Once again considering only the resonant electron stream, the bunching period

τB, which represents the time during which phase bunching occurs, can be estimated

if the value of the triggering pulse amplitude Bw and the pitch angle of the resonant

particles α are known [Bell , 1984]:

τB =
2π√

qe
me
Bw [ωc − ω] tan(α)

(4.1)

where me is the mass of the electron. While Figure 4.2a illustrates the phase bunching

only for the single group of resonant electrons, the resultant amplification (or damp-

ing) of the wave is determined by the total sum effects of the phase bunching of the

larger group of energetic electrons, distributed in initial perpendicular and parallel

velocities. In other words, electrons that have parallel velocities in the vicinity of the

cyclotron resonant velocity as given by (1.8), and those having a wide range of pitch

angles all contributed (at varying degrees) to the establishment of the perpendicular

radiating current J⊥. The wave growth rate resulting from the phase bunching pro-

cess as considered in this study, is thus determined by the velocity space gradients of

the number density of energetic electrons moving with perpendicular velocities and
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bunching starts. The vector sum of the perpendicular components of the velocities
v⊥k of each of the particles is 0. (b) After a time t = t1, the vector sum of all the v⊥k

is finite, resulting in a radiating current J⊥
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pitch angles as given by the velocity space distribution function f(v, α, λm) [Mat-

sumoto and Kimura, 1971]. In this context, the bunching time as given in (4.1) is

to be viewed as an ‘average’ value representative of the time it takes for the overall

current (produced by the totality of the electrons near resonance) to reach its peak

value. In the following, we index our discussion on the initial bunching time τB/4,

with the understanding that this is an average value representative of all the energetic

electrons which contribute to the radiating currents.

In this average sense, it is assumed τB is related to t1, i.e., the time at which J⊥

is maximum to be t1 ' τB/4, similar to the value adopted in Helliwell and Crystal

[1973]. Figure 4.3 shows a sketch of the magnitude of J⊥ highlighted in solid colored

lines at three different frequencies ω1, ω2 and ω3. An example of the general form of

the curve of J⊥ as a function of time can be found in Figure 4 of Trakhtengerts et al.

[2003]. As is apparent from Figure 4.3, the radiating current J⊥ξ at a given frequency

ωξ (ξ = 1, . . . , 3) reaches a peak value at τB/4 and then decreases in magnitude with

time. The location along z at which phase bunching generates a maximum radiating

current at a given frequency is defined here as the source location SZξ. This process

can be repeated for each frequency, along the chorus element so that every time J⊥ξ

reaches its peak, a new wave packet is triggered starting the bunching process again

for current J⊥ ξ+1. The source location SZξ is different at each frequency ωξ. The

process is continuous and can be broken up in as many parts as desired, effectively

taking the limit ξ →∞. For the purpose of the present study, the process is analyzed

in Section 5.2 by breaking it up into 3 or 4 parts, depending on the case in hand.

4.3 Wave amplification by Cyclotron Resonance

During the initial average bunching time τB/4, phase bunched particles radiate co-

herently, and the amplitude of the emitted wave can be estimated if the velocity

space distribution of particles f(v, α, λm) is determined as a function of the electron

velocity v, pitch angle α and geomagnetic latitude λm. The emitted wave adds to the

amplitude of the triggering wave, and this process is called amplification by cyclotron

resonance. The linear spatial amplitude growth rate γ can be determined from the
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linear temporal growth rate ωt given by the relation [Matsumoto and Kimura, 1971]:

γ =
ωt
vg

γ =
−π

2Nh vg

ωc ω
2
ph

∂D/∂ω

∫ ∞

−∞
dvz

∫ ∞

0
dv⊥v

2
⊥δ (ω − k vz + ωc)

(
∂

∂v⊥
− k v⊥

ωc

∂

∂vz

)
f(v, α, λm)

(4.2)

where

D = c2 k2 − ω2 +
ω ω2

p

ω − ωc

and Nh is the number density of the energetic electrons, while ωph is their corre-

sponding plasma frequency. In order to use this expression, a form for f(v, α, λm)

must be assumed. According to Liouville’s theorem, f(v, α, λm) is constant along the

trajectory of the energetic electrons in velocity space. From Bell et al. [2000] the ener-

getic electron distribution in velocity space f(v, α, λm) is related to the perpendicular

energetic particle flux j⊥ at any given point as follows:

j⊥ =
C

2
f(v, π/2, λm)v4 (4.3)

where C is a proportionality constant introduced for units consistency. Therefore, the

complete form of f(v, α, λm) can be found if j⊥ is known as a function of geomagnetic

latitude λm. This information can be obtained from the data acquired by the PEACE

instrument during many of the perigee passes of Cluster, when the spacecraft crosses

the geomagnetic equator following approximately the same magnetic field line over

a given range of geomagnetic latitudes near the geomagnetic equator. In order to

use (4.3) to provide a first order estimate of f(v, α, λm), a loss cone distribution is

assumed [Bell et al., 2000]:

f(v, α, λm) = κ


√√√√ B0(0)

B0(λm)
sin(α)

η v−4 (4.4)

where κ and η are estimated from particle flux data from the PEACE instrument

and B0(λm) is the magnitude of the Earth’s magnetic field B0 at a given geomagnetic
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latitude. The values of B0 are obtained from the onboard magnetometer, while the

Tsyganenko model [Tsyganenko, 2002a and 2002b] is used for locations in space that

are not along the Cluster orbit, fitting the modeled version to the observed values

where Cluster observations are available, as described in Tsyganenko [2002b].

The energy-time spectrogram in Figure 4.4 shows the magnitude of the perpendic-

ular electron flux as a function of time and particle energy from observations by the

PEACE instrument onboard Cluster 1 on July 24, 2003 (Figure 4.4a) and August 23,

2003 (Figure 4.4b). The black line shows the integral perpendicular flux for energies

above 100 keV. The observations shown in Figure 4.4a are used for our model calcula-

tions of source motion, comparing the calculations of source location described in this

Chapter with those obtained in Chapter 3. The 10−25 keV energy band is identified

as the possible reservoir of particles that possess the necessary free energy to amplify

the chorus waves from the background noise [Bell et al., 2000]. The electron fluxes

shown in Figure 4.4 are averaged over a pitch angle range of 87.27◦<α<92.75◦. Since

the magnitude of j⊥ in Figure 4.4 is in units of ergs/(cm2 str sec eV), a simple change

of units to el/(m2 str sec) is necessary in order to use these values in calculations

with (4.4). The pitch angle α distribution as a function of geomagnetic latitude λm

is obtained from PEACE using the method described in Bell et al. [2000].

Figure 4.4b shows another Cluster 1 pass, during August 23, 2003. For this

particular day the PEACE instrument was shut off before the geomagnetic equatorial

crossing. Nevertheless, there is clear evidence of energetic electrons between 8 keV

and 25 keV during the period 22:20 UT to 22:30 UT which can be used to interpolate,

following the same gradient the black line follows for particles above 100 KeV.

The space-time development of the cyclotron resonance amplification mechanism

is illustrated in Figure 4.5. In our system of coordinates, the z-axis is aligned along B0

and the positive direction points toward magnetic north. Phase bunching of electrons

occurs as the wave packet that initiates the phase-bunching travels from zint to zB.

During this process, wave amplification occurs as the particles move through the wave.

Saturation is reached at a given value of B denoted as Bg, followed by a decrease in

amplitude of the radiated wave. Phase bunched electrons leaving the wave packet

radiate at a slightly different frequency due to reasons inherent to the generation
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process (i.e., frequency-time shape of chorus is one of our starting observationally

based assumptions), possibly related to the gradient in the Earth’s magnetic field

B0. It is important to mention here that wave amplitude is an increasing function

of distance in the direction of the electron flow, until it reaches a maximum due

to saturation. The location along z at which the amplitude reaches a maximum

value of Bg coincides with the location at which the radiating current is maximum,

i.e., SZ . Phase bunching still occurs for t > τB/4, but the radiated wave eventually

becomes out of phase with the triggering wave and cumulative wave growth thus

ceases. The general behavior of J⊥ is repeated in the upper panel of Figure 4.5 at

three different frequencies, ω1, ω2 and ω3. This figure is a simplified version of Figure

4 in Trakhtengerts et al. [2003], in which it is shown that the magnitude of J⊥ can

have secondary maxima later in time.

Newly emitted wave energy can only propagate in the electromagnetic whistler

mode, i.e., in the counter streaming direction. These waves are Doppler shifted in

frequency from their generation at the electron gyrofrequency, to lower frequencies

(in the whistler mode band) due to the motion of the particles along the field line.

The drifting motion of the source produces an additional Doppler shift in frequency,

the sum total of which results in the frequencies observed onboard the spacecraft.

4.4 The Process of Source Motion

The complete process of source motion for one chorus element is described in Figure

4.6. Here the third axis of time is extended to show the process at different stages. A

whistler mode wave enters the interaction region at zint producing phase bunching of

the energetic electrons and corresponding amplification through cyclotron resonance.

At a given frequency ωξ, zBξ is the location of the bunching wave packet at τBξ/4.

At the location where saturation is reached, the source location for a given frequency

ωξ, is defined by SZξ. In other words, a wave radiated at frequency ωξ is generated

by phase bunching due to a wave generated previously at SZ ξ−1, and propagates

a distance ∆z = zBξ − SZ ξ−1 = vg(ωξ) τBξ during this process. The radiated wave

propagates in the counterstreaming direction and the bunching process restarts, but
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due to the frequency-time change assumed to be inherent in the emission mechanism,

possibly related to displacement along the field line and the corresponding change in

B0 (i.e., the radiating frequency at ωc), the new radiated pulse is at a slightly different

frequency ωξ+1. This process is continuously repeated and the resulting trace of source

locations (SZξ’s) constitute a motion of the source as defined previously. We calculate

the values of zBξ’s and SZξ’s for the different frequencies at each point ξ = 1, . . . , 4

(ξ = 1, . . . , 3 in Case 4), dividing the chorus element in four parts (three in Case 4) as

described before in Chapter 3, using the previously introduced expressions for growth

rate and bunching time:

|zBξ − SZ ξ−1| = vg(ω)τBξ (4.5)

exp

∣∣∣∣∣
∫ SZξ

zBξ

γ dz

∣∣∣∣∣ = Bg

Bw

(4.6)

where SZ0 = zint and ξ = 1, . . . , 4 in Cases 1, 2 and 3 and ξ = 1, . . . , 3 in Case 4.

Following the form of J⊥ and the corresponding amplified wave, cyclotron resonance

amplification evolves in the streaming direction, in terms of Figure 4.5; the lower

panel shows that zB > SZ . In other words, if the electrons move along the negative

z-axis direction, the absolute value bars in (4.6) are needed in order to have a positive

valued integral. If the electrons move in the positive z-axis direction, then the absolute

value bars are needed in equation (4.5) in order to have a positive value of distance.

One cannot observe the direction of motion of the particular stream of electrons that

generates a given chorus element, but the direction of wave propagation in the whistler

mode is always counter streaming, and therefore the sense of the parallel direction of

motion of the electrons can be simply deduced from the calculations of direction of

wave propagation shown in Chapter 3.

Another important point to mention is that even though we consider that the

subsequent bunching process starts again from location SZ ξ−1 for the next frequency

ωξ, the entire process is continuous, and that therefore the chorus element is continu-

ously emitted at intermediate frequencies (and at intermediate locations) between ωξ

and ωξ+1. In our calculations the same value of natural background noise value Bw
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is used in (4.1) and (4.6) for each case studied. In other words, the wave is always

amplified initially starting from the background natural existing noise. Values for Bw

and α are assumed in the described cases, and the group velocity vg is as given in

(2.13) and (2.14).

The value of the wave normal angle ψ observed on a given spacecraft can be

determined using the technique described in Chapter 2, and in general there is a

different value for each observation point. For determination of the value of the wave

group velocity, the average value from the results obtained in those calculations for

each of the four spacecraft is used. Figure 4.6a shows the case where τB is relatively

large, as a result of low values for the product Bw tan(α) and the high anisotropy,

leading to a relatively large γ. We calculate the values of zBξ and SBξ, assuming a

given value of Bw, using the equations of phase bunching time τB, group velocity vg

and growth rate γ.

The same process can be repeated if the conditions of the plasma are such that the

bunching time τB is small, as a result of large values for Bw tan(α) (with respect to the

previous case), as well as relatively smaller growth rate γ due to a lower anisotropy.

One such low growth rate case is illustrated in Figure 4.6b. Repeating the bunching

and amplification process for lower values of τB and γ, it is found that source motion

can also occur in the streaming direction.

4.5 Summary of the Model

The overall process of chorus source motion is a continuous one, even though we

break it down here into ξ = 1 . . . 4, (ξ = 1 . . . 3 in Case 4) discrete steps for clarity.

The process can be summarized in the following sequence of most important events

for time and frequency points ξ=1, 2 and onwards:

1. At t = 0, a triggering wave packet with amplitude Bw enters the interaction

region (or is already present therein) at zint and starts to phase bunch near-

resonant electrons.

2. Phase bunched electrons begin to amplify the wave at frequency ω1, generated
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by a radiating current J⊥ 1. This wave propagates with velocity vg(ω1) and with

a k-vector k(ω1).

3. At the average bunching time of t'τB1/4 the radiating current reaches a max-

imum and the location at which the J⊥ 1 reaches a maximum SZ1 is considered

to be the source location of the chorus wave at frequency ω1.

4. The amplified wave with amplitude Bg, and frequency ω1 propagates in the

counter streaming direction.

5. At t'τB1/4, the bunching process starts again but now at a different frequency

ω2, as is inherent in the generation mechanism, possibly determined by the

gradient of B0.

6. Phase bunched electrons begin to amplify the wave now at frequency ω2, gen-

erated by a radiating current J⊥ 2. This wave propagates with velocity vg(ω2)

a k-vector k(ω2).

7. At t'τB1/4+ τB2/4 the radiating current reaches a maximum and the location

at which the J⊥ 2 reaches a maximum SZ2 is considered to be the source location

of the chorus wave at frequency ω2.

8. The amplified wave with amplitude Bg, and frequency ω2 propagates in the

counter streaming direction.

9. At t ' τB1/4 + τB2/4, the bunching process starts again, now at a different

frequency ω3, as is inherent in the generation mechanism, possibly determined

by the gradient of B0.

10. The process continues until any of the conditions necessary for wave growth are

no longer satisfied.



Chapter 5

Cases 3 and 4: Comparison of

Source Location Results with

Interpretation

‘No human investigation can be called true science without passing

through mathematical tests.’ 1

5.1 Observations on August 23, 2003

In this Chapter observations of chorus on the four Cluster spacecraft on August 23,

2003 are presented specifically from two regions before the spacecraft crossed the

geomagnetic equator. This particular perigee pass was selected because the four

spacecraft crossed the equator near L= 4, with a spacecraft separation of no more

than 300 km. These two additional cases are interpreted using the method described

in Chapter 2 to estimate the source location in 3D space.

1Leonardo da Vinci. Trattato della Pittura, compiled and first published in 1651

95
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5.1.1 Geomagnetic Conditions

The maximum Kp index observed in the 24 hours prior to the events studied here was

about 6− (The notation of a minus sign after the number means that the actual value

is more than 5.5, but less than 6. This notation is used in Kp displays since the actual

value does not have more than 1 significant digit). The record of the geomagnetic

activity is presented in Figure 5.1a, showing the variation of the Kp index during the

day before and several days after the observed events studied herein show.

To derive values of local plasma density, data from the Whisper resonance sounder

[Décréau et al., 1997] is used in the same process described in Chapter 3. Frequency-

time spectrograms generated from electric field measurements using the Whisper in-

strument in the passive mode [Décréau et al., 1997] are shown in Figure 5.1b. The

four panels show spectrograms of one of the components of the electric field on space-

craft SC1, SC2, SC3 and SC4, for the pass on August, 23, 2003. In the basic nominal

operational mode, as is the case presented in this study, the density is measured every

52 seconds on SC1. In SC2, SC3 and SC4 it is measured in the same manner during

the first 15 minutes of the pass and every 104 seconds during the rest of the data

acquisition on that day. The frequency and time resolution for the wave measure-

ments are about 300 Hz and 2.2 s. As in Cases 1 and 2, these active and passive

measurements are used to obtain the electron density through the method specified

by Canu et al. [2001] and Trotignon et al. [2001 and 2003].

5.1.2 WBD Observations

Figure 5.2 shows an overview of the plasma wave electric field amplitude observed on

the four Cluster spacecraft by the WBD instrument during August 23, 2003. High-

lighted in black are the regions of the cases studied, Case 3 being at 23:00:25 UT and

Case 4 at 23:02:30 UT. The four spectrograms presented in Figure 5.2 correspond

to each of the four Cluster spacecraft, each measuring the same component of the

electric field. The x-axis shows the universal time, as well as the geomagnetic coor-

dinates (the L parameter, MLT, the geomagnetic latitude λm, as well as the radial

distance Re) of spacecraft SC4, along the path. The vertical white lines observed in
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Figure 5.1: (a) Geomagnetic activity index (Kp) plot, for the last week of August,
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24 hours previous to the observations shown in Figure 5.2. (b) Whisper overview
spectrogram of the Cluster satellite pass during August 23, 2003, starting at 22:30:00
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√
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indicates universal time (UT). Highlighted in white are the plasma frequency fp and
a frequency (fc/2) equal to one half of the electron gyrofrequency observed in each
spacecraft, and the corresponding values of fp and fc/2) used for the calculations in
Cases 3 and 4 respectively.
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the spectrogram are interruptions in the measurements produced by the periodical

switching of the wideband receiver between the electric and magnetic antennas, which

is observed in the spectral data as a sudden change in the amplitude of the signal.

Simple visual inspection indicates that chorus emissions often have a very unique

frequency-time structure, and that this structure, even when shifted in frequency and

dispersed (e.g., slight changes in slope), still maintains its distinct frequency-time

shape from one spacecraft to another. The method described in Chapter 3 of dividing

similar elements observed in 4-second long sections into frequency-time points (such

as the ones shown in Figures 3.3 and 3.4, or 5-second long sections as the ones shown

in Figures 5.3 and 5.4) is used to measure the frequency-time characteristic of the

single elements.

The four spectrograms in Figure 5.3c show single chorus elements, in a 5 second

snapshot taken during a Cluster pass on August 23, 2003, at 23:00:25 UT. These

elements are observed before the geomagnetic equatorial crossing. The chorus activity

is observed on the four spacecraft SC1, SC2, SC3 and SC4. The spacecraft position

with respect to one another is displayed in Figure 5.3b, in the same coordinate system

used to show the results described below in this chapter. Figure 5.3a shows the

location of the spacecraft in the frame of reference of the geomagnetic field, using

the L parameter and the geomagnetic latitude λm as a coordinate system. The

frequency time spectrogram displays lower-band chorus waves as observed by the

three spacecraft at different times and frequencies. Most of these elements show a

distinctive frequency-time characteristic with similar identifiable sections along the

element. As before, it is assumed that individual chorus elements observed with

distinctly similar frequency and time sequencing on different spacecraft emanate from

the same source. For analysis purposes, a single element is divided into four points.

The locations along the element of the points for this case were selected trying to

match distinctive features in the f − t characteristics (i.e., sudden changes in the

slope, etc.) of the selected chorus element. For each point the time and frequency

differences between the four spacecraft are measured, following the method described

in Chapter 3. In this case it is much easier than in Cases 1 and 2 to identify the very

unique frequency-time structure, and this structure, even when shifted in frequency
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Figure 5.3: (a) Spacecraft location along the orbit for August 23, 2003. Indicated are
the lines of constant L, and geomagnetic latitude λm. Highlighted are the 4 spacecraft,
located at the place in orbit where the observations were performed. (b) Relative
position of the spacecraft with respect to each other in space. (c) 5 s spectrograms as
observed by 4 Cluster spacecraft, starting at 23:00:25 UT. The color scale indicates
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indicates frequency, and the x-axis time in UT.
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and dispersed (e.g., slight changes in slope), still maintains its distinct frequency-time

shape from one spacecraft to another. The sudden increase in amplitude observed

in SC1 and SC4 between seconds 25 and 26 is due to switch from the magnetic

antenna to the electric antenna. The observations performed using the magnetic

antenna are not calibrated, thus the values of amplitude are only valid for electric

field measurements, even though the same amplitude scale is used in our displays for

the magnetic measurements.

The four spectrograms in Figure 5.4c show single chorus elements, in a 5-second

snapshot taken during a Cluster pass on August 23, 2003, at 23:02:30 UT, observed

before the geomagnetic equatorial crossing. The chorus activity is observed on all

four spacecraft SC1, SC2, SC3 and SC4. The spacecraft position with respect to

one another is displayed in Figure 5.4b, in a coordinate system also used to show

the results shown in Section 5.2. Figure 5.4a shows the location of the spacecraft

in the frame of reference of the geomagnetic field, using the L parameter and the

geomagnetic latitude λm as a coordinate system. The frequency-time spectrogram

displays lower-band chorus waves as observed by the four spacecraft at different times

and frequencies. Many of these elements show a distinctive dispersion characteristic

in frequency, which have similar identifiable sections along the element. As in Case

3, it is assumed that individual chorus elements emanate from the same source. This

time, a single element is identified with three points spaced in time and frequency

along the element. For each point the time and frequency differences between the four

spacecraft are measured. The same source location procedure followed in Chapter 2 is

applied for Cases 3 and 4 and the results are shown in the next section. The solutions

are compared to the results obtained for source location SZξ at each point ξ along

the element, using equations (4.5) and (4.6).

5.2 Source Location Derived from PEACE Data

The source location in 1D and the direction of its motion can be directly determined

from the calculation described in Chapter 4, by solving the system of equations (4.5)

and (4.6). In this section, we apply this methodology to Cases 1 to 4, and compare
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results with 3D source location results obtained by application to Cases 3 and 4 of

the differential Doppler shifts method described in Chapter 2 and previously applied

to Cases 1 and 2 in Chapter 3.

The distribution function given in (4.4) is used with η = 16 and κ = 1.875 · 108

el/(cm2 sec str) for Cases 1 and 2 while η=27 and κ=9.375 · 107 el/(cm2 sec str) for

Cases 3 and 4, using the measured values of electron flux obtained from Figure 4.4. For

Case 1, ωp/2π=55 kHz, ωc/2π=12 kHz, for Case 2, ωp/2π=42 kHz, ωc/2π=11 kHz,

and for Cases 3 and 4, ωp/2π=35 kHz, ωc/2π=9.6 kHz. For Cases 1 and 2, amplitude

measurements from Figures 3.3 and 3.4 show that 20 log(Bg/Bw)' 30dB, while for

Cases 3 and 4 we have from Figures 5.3 and 5.4 that 20 log(Bg/Bw) ' 35dB. This

parameter is obtained by considering the difference in amplitude between the chorus

element average amplitude denoted Bg and the amplitude Bw of the background noise

which initiates the amplification process as described in Chapter 4. In this context,

we assume that the electric field amplitudes ratios between maximum and starting

amplitudes of chorus are the same as the ones for magnetic field amplitudes.

The system of equations (4.5) and (4.6) can be easily solved numerically using any

mathematical software such as MathCad or Mathematica, performing the integrals

in (4.2). In the present study, a two step approach was used. First, equations (4.6)

were decomposed into a Taylor series of order 5 and a first order solution was found

for the unknowns zBξ and SZξ. The values thus obtained were then used in the actual

equations to determine the final solution. The only iterative aspect of this calculation

lies in the proper selection of the values of Bw tan(α) and zint. Different values of these

three parameters can be assumed for each case, as is done in our calculations. The

calculations of the SZξ’s were performed by trying different values of the product

Bw tan(α) and zint in order to find a combination of these values that provides a close

fit (in a minimum square sense) for all four frequencies (three for Case 4), between the

calculated SZ values and those deduced from measurements of differential Doppler

shift in Chapter 2.

For Case 1, displayed in Figure 3.3, the results are shown in Figure 5.5. The four

panels presented herein correspond to four different values of frequency ω, calculated

from the method described in Chapter 2. Similar results for Cases 2 and 3 are shown
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in Figures 5.6 and 5.7. Case 4 was calculated using three points, which also fully

allow us to represent the change in slope of the frequency-time characteristic for the

waves, and the results for that case are shown in Figure 5.8. All of the six (four in

Case 4) combinations of pairs from these four (three for Case 4) values of ωi and ti,

for each spacecraft SCi, are used to estimate the source location, which is represented

as a green dot with its corresponding value in Figures 5.5 to 5.8. The values of source

location in Figures 5.5 and 5.6 represented as green dots are reproduced from from

Figures 3.5 and 3.7, while the values of source location shown as green dots in Figures

5.7 and 5.8 are calculated following the same procedure described in Chapter 2. The

values of source location obtained from calculations of SZξ described in Chapter 4 are

displayed in Figures 5.5 to 5.8 as red dots.

Since the calculation using the method of Chapter 4 is a 1-D determination, in

order to display the results in the 3-D format of Figures 5.5 to 5.8, the SZξ’s are placed

along the z-axis and aligned in x and y with the result for the first green point, that

is, along the same field line. The error bars for the red dots are obtained in a similar

way as those for the green dots. The tolerances for the plasma frequency and the

electron gyrofrequency are given as |ωc − ωco| /ωco<0.1 and |ωp − ωpo| /ωpo<0.1.

The results for Case 1 shown in Figure 5.5 were calculated using Bw tan(α) '
2.6 × 10−13 T and a zint that corresponds to a geomagnetic latitude of λm =−15◦.

The results obtained for Case 2 shown in Figure 5.6 were calculated using Bw tan(α)'
6.5× 10−13 T and a zint that corresponds to a geomagnetic latitude of λm =24◦. The

results for Case 3 shown in Figure 5.7 were calculated using Bw tan(α)' 15 × 10−13

T and a zint that corresponds to a geomagnetic latitude of λm = 0.32◦. The results

for Case 4 shown in Figure 5.8 were calculated using Bw tan(α)'3.3× 10−13 T and

a zint that correspond to a geomagnetic latitude of λm =−4◦. The value of α in these

expressions was chosen as α ' 78.86◦ for Cases 1 and 2 and α ' 81.336◦ for Cases

3 and 4, obtained as the average of the pitch angle, weighted using the distribution

function introduced in (4.4).

For these average values of α, we can determine the absolute magnitude of the noise

amplitudes Bw and compare with data. The values of Bw are assumed not to change

significantly as they propagate from the source to the spacecraft. Even though values
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Figure 5.5: Source location results on July 24, 2003, 01:14:38 UT, for four different
calculated frequencies, each frequency corresponding to each of the four panels. The
position of the spacecraft is indicated as well as the source. The source location is
obtained from Figure 3.5 (with the corresponding values of wave normal angle for each
spacecraft ψi, for i = 1, . . . , 4) and shown in green. The source location determined
from the calculations described in Chapter 4 is shown in red.
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Figure 5.6: Source location results on July 24, 2003, 01:35:25 UT, for four different
calculated frequencies, each frequency corresponding to each of the four panels. The
position of the spacecraft is indicated as well as the source. The source location is
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spacecraft ψi, for i = 1, . . . , 4) and shown in green. The source location determined
from the calculations described in Chapter 4 is shown in red.
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of amplitude in Figures 3.3, 3.4, 5.3 and 5.4 correspond to electric field magnitudes,

the corresponding values of magnetic field can be obtained using the relationship

B'µ0µE/η0 where (only for this expression) µ0 =4π × 10−7 H/m, η0'377 Ω and µ

is given by (1.7). If we compare Bw to the magnitude of the plasma wave magnetic

field for each chorus element studied in Case 1 we find: Bw ' 4.5 × 10−14 T which

is 34.8 dB below the observed average magnitude of the magnetic field observed

for the chorus element, obtained from the spectrograms in Figure 3.3. In Case 2,

Bw ' 5.7 × 10−14 T which is 33.3 dB below the observed average magnitude of the

magnetic field observed for the chorus element, obtained from the spectrograms in

Figure 3.4. In Case 3, Bw'2.34×10−13 which is 30.16 dB below the observed average

magnitude of the magnetic field observed for the chorus element, obtained from the

spectrograms in Figure 5.3. In Case 4, Bw'5× 10−14 T which is 41.8 dB below the

observed average magnitude of the magnetic field observed for the chorus element,

obtained from the spectrograms in Figure 5.4. These dB values are in reasonable

agreement with the values of 20 log(Bg/Bw) measured from data, indicating that our

method of calculation is consistent.

Our simple model of source motion provides reasonably good agreement for all

the Cases with the values of source location along the z-axis obtained from the data-

driven calculations described in Chapter 2 and 5. The concept of a moving source is

inherently linked to the result of having different values of source location for different

values of frequency. Also it must be noted that the source seems to be moving toward

the observing spacecraft in Cases 1 and 2, but away from the observer in Cases 3

and 4, traveling a distance of ∼ 2500 km between the locations at which the lowest

and the highest frequencies are generated. Even though the form of the distribution

function f(v, α, λm) as given in (5.4) was selected simply as a reasonable assumption

our results seem to agree well in all the cases, suggesting that the source motion

mechanism described in Chapter 4 is quite robust.
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Figure 5.7: Source location results on August 23, 2003, 23:00:25 UT, for four different
calculated frequencies, each frequency corresponding to each of the four panels. The
position of the spacecraft is indicated as well as the source. The source location is
estimated from the calculations described in Chapter 2 and shown in green. The
source location determined from the calculations described in Chapter 4 is shown in
red.
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Chapter 6

Summary

‘In one case out of a hundred a point is excessively discussed because it is

obscure; in the ninety-nine remaining it is obscure because it is excessively

discussed.’ 1

6.1 Summary

This study of chorus emissions and their sources was motivated initially by the obser-

vations reported in Gurnett et al. [2001], where individual, otherwise identical chorus

elements were observed in two different spacecraft at different frequencies. This ef-

fect was originally interpreted by Inan et al. [2004] to be caused by the differential

Doppler frequency shift of the signal propagating toward the spacecraft. In that arti-

cle, the authors were able to estimate a source size and an approximate location with

respect to the spacecraft.

In Chapter 2 of the present work, the method of source location from measured

Doppler shift is generalized and expanded using WBD instrument observations from

all four Cluster spacecraft to uniquely locate the chorus source in space without the

assumptions of Inan et al. [2004]. In this process, wave group velocity, source velocity,

and other parameters are calculated based on differential Doppler frequency shifts,

and differential time delays observed in the spacecraft. We presented observations of

1Edgar Allan Poe

110
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two cases during July 24, 2003 and other two cases during August 23, 2003, where

the upper and lower band chorus respectively showed an increase of intensity with

increasing latitude and a decrease in its intensity and frequency of occurrence suddenly

around the geomagnetic equator (Figures 3.2 and 4.2). This high variability near the

geomagnetic equator is seen in the WBD instrument on almost every perigee pass of

Cluster.

The frequency characteristics of chorus are displayed in more detail in Figures 3.3,

3.4, 5.3 and 5.4. In these cases chorus with rising frequency occurs, where the same

element is seen with similar frequency-time characteristic on different spacecraft. A

detailed method for estimating the source location and motion in space based on

Doppler shift analysis is presented in Chapter 2 and applied to data in Chapters 3

and 5.

The results of our source location calculations are consistent with a compact trans-

verse size of the source, while the emission of different frequencies comprising a single

chorus element occurs over an extended region along the field line. This idea rein-

forces the interpretation of source motion given by Inan et al. [2004]. We have thus

shown that discrete chorus emissions are produced in sources that are highly compact

(of the order of one wavelength, or tens of kilometers) in the direction transverse to

the magnetic field, but which are extended by as much as a few thousand kilometers

along the magnetic field, so that different frequencies are emitted at different points

along the field line.

For the cases studied here, the sources were found to be located within−20◦<λm<

20◦ of the geomagnetic equator, where the static magnetic field exhibits a minimum

inhomogeneity in a dipole model. During disturbed periods, the magnetic field can

exhibit multiple minima along the same L shell [Santoĺık et al., 2003]. The presence

of local minima in B0 can maximize the interaction lengths, and in the presence of

high anisotropy in velocity space could lead to generation of chorus at locations not

necessarily at the geomagnetic equator. Therefore chorus waves may be generated

in regions of space other than the geomagnetic equator, as long as there is a local

minimum of B0.

Previous chorus observations such as those documented by Lauben et al. [2002],
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also suggest that the location of the source of chorus waves is in the vicinity of the

geomagnetic equator. It was concluded in LeDocq et al. [1998] that sources located at

large distances from the spacecraft must emit chorus waves at low wave normal angles.

Lauben et al. [2002] explained that waves at higher wave normal angles (except the

special case at the Gendrin angle) tend to diverge away from the field lines, while

waves emitted at wave normal angles close to 0◦ or at the Gendrin angle tend to

remain more tightly focused and provide a coherent illumination over larger distances

than do waves at other angles, in the absence of field aligned plasma irregularities.

This conclusion agrees with the wave normal angles found in our Cases 3 and 4

(Chapter 5), as well as in Case 1 (Chapter 2).

The sources of chorus are found to be moving toward the spacecraft in Cases 1

and 2, which also happens to be toward the geomagnetic equator. The direction of

propagation of the emitted chorus waves thus coincides with the direction of motion

of the source in these two cases, therefore leading to a positive Doppler shift in the

measurements. In Cases 3 and 4, the sources are found to be moving away from

the spacecraft, away from the equator in Case 3 and toward the equator in Case 4.

For these cases, the direction of propagation of the emitted chorus waves leads to a

negative Doppler shift in Cases 3 and 4.

Source motion results obtained in Chapter 3 are shown to be a natural consequence

of known properties of chorus emissions (i.e., rapid temporal growth, saturation,

and inherent frequency-time change) using a physical interpretation based on wave-

particle gyroresonance as a mechanism of generation of chorus waves as presented in

Chapter 4. Sources of chorus exhibit motion along the field line, in the streaming or

the counter streaming directions, depending primarily on the growth rate. Based on

these results, source motion is presented herein as an intrinsic characteristic of chorus

waves, which means that local spacecraft observations of the frequency of chorus waves

near their source would register chorus at a frequency that is Doppler shifted not only

due to the motion of the gyrating particles that radiate the wave packets, but also due

to the motion of the source currents from which chorus is emitted. In other words,

the moving sources in this context are certainly not the electrons themselves, but

rather are the electrical currents constituted by the collectively organized electrons
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which ultimately radiate chorus waves.

6.2 Discussion

The present calculations of source location and velocity as a function of frequency

based on the Doppler shift and time delay between any two spacecraft reveal sources

moving toward or away from the equator within geomagnetic latitudes −25◦<λm<

25◦. This result agrees with previous estimations of source location (Burtis and

Helliwell [1969 and 1976], LeDocq et al. [1998], Santoĺık et al. [2003] and Parrot

et al. [2003]) where sources location of chorus were found to be located within those

geomagnetic latitude limits. In all four cases presented in this dissertation, rising tone

elements are observed, i.e., waves with frequency increasing in time. These are the

most commonly observed chorus elements, even though other shapes in frequency-

time are also observed.

Figure 6 from Helliwell [1967] shows the most common frequency-time shapes of

whistler mode triggered emissions that can be observed, according to the cyclotron

resonance model, for waves propagating parallel to B0. From the point of view of

this interpretation, the frequency characteristic of the wave is completely determined

by the motion of the source along the field through regions of different static mag-

netic field B0 with respect to the motion of the streaming particles. According to

our interpretation in Figure 4.6, the direction of motion of the source does not neces-

sarily coincide with the direction of motion of the streaming particles. To illustrate

this point and compare with the cases presented in Figure 6 of Helliwell [1967], we

summarize each presented case in particular:

• For the case described in Figure 4.6a, which corresponds to Cases 1 and 2,

the source moves in the counterstreaming direction, i.e., in the direction of

propagation of the chorus waves. According to Figure 6 of Helliwell [1967], in

this situation a riser (faller) is expected for a source moving toward (away from)

regions of lower B0, that is, toward (away from) the geomagnetic equator.

• For the case described in Figure 4.6b, which corresponds to Cases 3 and 4,
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the source moves in the streaming direction, i.e., in the opposite direction of

propagation of the chorus waves. According to Figure 6 of Helliwell [1967], in

this situation a riser (faller) is expected for a source moving toward (away from)

regions of higher B0, that is, away from (toward) the geomagnetic equator.

All of our Cases 1 through 4 involve risers. The results for Cases 1 and 2 show

that the source moves toward the geomagnetic equator in the same direction as the

propagating waves, which correspond to the case described in Figure 4.6a. These

two cases agree with the prediction [Helliwell , 1967] of risers being generated by a

source moving in the counterstreaming direction toward the geomagnetic equator. In

Case 3 the source is moving in the streaming, i.e., in the opposite direction of the

wave propagation, which corresponds to the case described in Figure 4.6b. This case

also agrees with the prediction of risers being generated by a source moving in the

streaming direction away from the geomagnetic equator [Helliwell , 1967]. Case 4

also corresponds to the situation described in Figure 4.6b, but does not agree with

the prediction of Helliwell [1967], as the source is moving in the streaming direction

toward the equator.

The fact that Case 4 results appear different from the predictions can be explained

in at least two possible ways: First of all we must consider that chorus emissions are

likely produced by a collective interaction of the wave with electrons distributed in

both parallel velocity and pitch angle. In fact, our model of source motion involves the

chorus waves growth rate due to gyroresonance, and the growth rate depends upon

the entire energetic electron distribution. Therefore the fact that a rising emission is

observed may not be uniquely related to the location of the source with respect to the

equator, without detailed information about the energetic particle distribution func-

tion. This information is not taken into account in Helliwell [1967], which considered

only the behavior of the resonant electron stream. Secondly the inconsistency can

be explained if magnetic field compression produces a local minimum in B0 located

away from the equator [Santoĺık et al., 2003]. This situation would allow for risers

to be produced by a source moving toward the geomagnetic equator in the counter-

streaming direction. Based on other different cases of Cluster observations of chorus,

studied separately but not shown here, the production of risers by sources moving
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ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4

γ[dB/km] 0.34 0.37 0.32 0.4
τB[s] 0.032 0.034 0.036 0.039

Table 6.1: Estimated values of average growth rate γ and bunching time τB for each
estimated frequency ωξ, obtained for the calculations performed in Case 1.

toward the equator in the direction of wave motion is generally observed, with some

exceptions as mentioned in Inan et al. [2004].

Tables 6.1 to 6.4 show the values of the two important parameters in the source

motion process, the average growth rate expressed in dB/km and the bunching time

expressed in seconds, for the four cases we have considered. As can be seen from

Table 6.1, the values of growth rate change an order of magnitude from Cases 1

and 2 to Cases 3 and 4, with the two latter cases having highest growth. No such

large differences exist in values of the bunching times, which range in magnitude

between 0.02 sec to 0.09 sec in all the four cases. This result is not surprising since

the bunching time depends largely on the cold plasma parameters, which are very

similar on different days for the Cluster perigee passes of the geomagnetic equator

near L'4− 5.

These results lead us to believe that the determining parameter for the source

motion process and the direction of motion of the source is the growth rate. For

cases with lower growth rates (Cases 1 and 2) we have motion of the source in the

counterstreaming direction, while for higher growth rates (Cases 3 and 4) the source

moves in the streaming direction.
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ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4

γ[dB/km] 0.01 0.11 0.02 2.1
τB[s] 0.029 0.028 0.03 0.031

Table 6.2: Estimated values of average growth rate γ and bunching time τB for each
estimated frequency ωξ, obtained for the calculations performed in Case 2.

ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4

γ[dB/km] 3.7 1.2 3.2 2.2
τB[s] 0.018 0.02 0.021 0.022

Table 6.3: Estimated values of average growth rate γ and bunching time τB for each
estimated frequency ωξ, obtained for the calculations performed in Case 3.

ω1 ω2 ω3 ω4

γ[dB/km] 27 54 40 n/a
τB[s] 0.082 0.064 0.058 n/a

Table 6.4: Estimated values of average growth rate γ and bunching time τB for each
estimated frequency ωξ, obtained for the calculations performed in Case 4.
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6.3 Suggestions for Future Work

6.3.1 Improvements on the Source Location Method

The source location method described in Chapter 2 is presented in a simplified way

that allows for future improvements in several aspects. First of all, the assumption of

straight line propagation in the defined system of coordinates can be relaxed. Even

though it is a convenient one for the case in hand, all equations involving distances

such as (2.12), (2.17) and (2.18) could be reformulated for a geomagnetic system of

coordinates with the aid of the Haselgrove equations (3.3), (3.4) and (3.5). In this way,

the additional step of verification using raytracing could be avoided by integrating this

technique directly to the system of equation. However it should be mentioned that

this step could introduce an extra degree of complexity to the already large system

of equations obtained in Chapter 2 that would turn the calculation into a highly

complex convex optimization problem. Nevertheless this important improvement

could substitute the calculations expressed in our defined system of coordinates for

those expressed in the more familiar geomagnetic field-aligned system of coordinates.

6.3.2 Improvements in the measurement of the frequency-

time differences between spacecraft

The graphic method presented in Chapters 3 and 5 to obtain the frequency time

differences represent a major source of error in the calculations presented in Chap-

ter 2. This problem can be resolved by using more precise methods to determine

the frequency-time differences between spacecraft, possibly based on a mathematical

correlation method like the one presented in Santoĺık et al. [2006]. This process can

take into account the possible errors in frequency and time introduced by the overlay

method of Chapter 3. It could also allow for a more detailed representation of the

frequency-time shape of the discrete element.
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6.3.3 Improvements in the Physical Interpretation Model

The physical interpretation model presented in Chapter 4 also offers several chances of

improvement. The linear growth model presented in equation (4.2) does not exhibit

saturation, a feature that plays a key role in the calculations of that chapter but

which nevertheless is introduced in a rather forced manner as an assumption. This

assumption can be relaxed if a more sophisticated representation of wave growth can

be used. For example, Matsumoto and Kimura [1971] introduces a non linear version

of the growth rate that can take into account saturation. Trakhtengerts et al. [2003]

also shows a behavior of the radiating current J⊥ that inherently includes saturation

and more sophisticated features, which can be used in our physical interpretation.
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